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Sometime last fall, I remember ht:aring that University board chair and loyal

CHRISTINE E. LYNN

benefactor Christine Lynn was once a nurse. That 's interesting, I thought as

Chairman

I made a mental note; ancllike many others who take an interest in the
people around them, I felt somewhat enlightened for knowing.

)

Months later in New York on a ride we shared to a University event, I

0/ the Board a/Trustees

I

DONALD E. ROSS
President

(

mentioned to Mrs. Lynn I had heard of her nurSing background. I intended
the comment me rely to initiate casual conve.rsation, but the exchange it

""oo

generated had a lasting effect on me. She talked about why she became a

~
o

I

nurse and how her life has been influenced by her experiences caring for

2'"

people. Unexpectedly, the conversation became , for me, a process of

ii
QJ

discovery about an intriguing, admirJblc woman and a lens into the

THE LYNN U NJVERSITY MAGAZINE

generolls spirit and kind, compassionate nature for which she is known.
left the car feeling a sense of personal fultll1ment for having made a genuine

connection not only with Mrs. Lynn, but also on a broader level with Lynn
The cover illus tra tion- originally a composite
sketch- mim ics the magazine's aggregate de sign,
merging ma ny sig nificant voices
and distinct pa r·ts.

KRISTEN C. ROSS
Editor

University.
It's been nearly a year and a half since I arrivcd in Boca Raton and became

associated with Lynn , and I continue to be awed by the breadth of activity, knowledge and discourse flowing

TIMOTHY J. MARTEN
Associate Vice Presidentlor
Marketing and Communications

1

REGINA JOPPERT
Edito rial Assistant

1

through the school, its people and progr<lms. Simply by being on campus, I encounter an endless number of
experiences

to

be shared , accomplishments to be celebrJted and stories to be told. This place-so layered with

charJctcr and expression-has so much to say, if only it had a more resounding voice.
My ride with Mrs . Lynn camc back

to

me several months ago when our communications team began to develop

the concept for a new vehicle for channeling dialogue-a comprehensive magazine that would become the
University's voice . It seemed a daunting task to articulate and communicate the many views, interests and
enterprises of Lynn University. But, as I had found that day in New York, the re is something uniquely powerful
about authenticity, something particularly meaningful in learning new things about the worlel from the people
who actually live them , through their own words and from their o\vn perspectives.

Contributing Editrll:f

ELYSAELK
SHARlKA EMERY
PETER GALLO
JAN GLITZ
STEPHANIE HEMMINGHAUS
JOHN MCCARTHY

p
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So, alumni, faculty, pill"ents, students, supporters, Boca community and global friends-Perspectives is really your
magazine, a composite collection of your thoughts, experiences, wisdoms and passions set within the context of
the university that binds us together. The magazine will highlight campus news, shine the spotlight on those

Cover illlIStration by Palrizia Sceppa

Avenue Creative Group

s

who break new ground, capture today's" Kodak" moments and give a forecast for tomorrow. Bur the heart of our
endeavor will be the insights you share.
perspecrives@I),IlIl .edu

1

Collectively, the genuine words and personal perspectives of the people joined by a common kinsllip to Lynn are
the institution's true voice. On the e ve of Perspectives' inaugural issue, I only hope the magaZine can clo justice
to this treasure.

~c . 1(~Kristen C. Ross
Editor

We want to hear from you! Contact Perspectives with story ideas and contributions at perspectives@lynn.edu or (561)237-7779.
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3601 No rth Military Trail
Boca Ra[()ll , FL 3343 1
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shine the spotlight on those

Lynnsights (Cover Story)

Room Music .................................... 9
Over the summer, artist-faculty member Roberta Rust shared North
American music with audiences in China. Through one particular piece,
filled more with silence than sound, she absorbs a foreign culture and its
unique "music" all around her.

Traveling Changes the Teacher ........ 12
Business professor Ralph Norcio reflects on his recent Fulbright Scholarship
in Romania and how it has impacted his own development as teacher.
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Picture this: Enlightening lecture luncheons, the annual Un~sit~~ a ll,
a Parisienne evening and more; plus, the many faces and places of
Lynn University.

PeOJ;~~o~~!~~ia~g !~ect', lamilie, and

the
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ladie,,'J

The Excalibur Society.

Passport
Lynn around the world and the world on Lynn's campus.

nds-Perspectives is really your

lssions set within the context of
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The guide to an eventful Fall Semester.

>unter an endless number of

)ld. Thb place-so layered with

Groundbreakers

Our opportunity to recognize the noteworthy accomplishment s of our
students, faculty, alumni and employees.

lllrsing background. I intended

by her experiences caring for

Highlights From The Trail
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Spotlight
In tne limelight this issue: Alumnus Ivan McKinley and
Teacher of the Year Dr. Richard Cohen.

. tomorrow. But the heart of our

o

perspecrivcs@lynn.cdll

The Alumni Angle

Jy a common kinship to Lynn are

Ferda Kavak takes top honors and Kathy Martin wraps up~n9tbe!LUAA
year ... See what's in store for this year's Alumni Weekend ... and, at long last,
Alumni Class Notes.

>pe the magazine can do justice

~c.1(~Kri sten C. Ross
Editor

at perspectives@lynn.edu or (561)237-7779.
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Sports Stance
One-on-one with Athletic Director Dick Young; and the..Fig
reign on the field, on the court and in the classroom. 
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June 20, 2000

July 10, 2000

It has been over 10 years since I learned about Lynn
University. In 1989, I was reviewing our community
partnerships and realized Lynn University had developed
a partnership with Communities in Schools (CIS) at the
national level. A CIS student, who was not from Palm
Beach County, had received a full scholarship to Lynn.
CIS in Palm Beach County soon formed a local
partnership with Lynn that encourages and promotes
local students to explore the University as a post
secondary option .

I recently attended Lynn University's affiliate college,
the American College Dublin , as part of a combined
undergraduate and graduate bu siness program tour led
by Professor Norcio. I admit I am not the typical student
to visit The American College Dublin ; I'm a 44-year old
grandmother with gray "highlights" in my hair. In spring
1999, I graduated from Lynn University with a Bachelor of
Science in Nursing and last fall began working on an
MBA in Health Care Administration at Lynn, as well.

Lynn University has provided opportunities for our
students they would never have experienced if not for
the University's support. Lynn surrounds these students
with nurturing, mentoring resources and support
necessary to meet both their academic and social needs.
Our students have been made to feel they are important
and know they can meet with someone to discuss issues
at any time .

9i

a time when youth feel
disconnected and alienated
from adults and society, Lynn
University has managed to bridge the
gap between providing an excellent
academic environment and creating a
place where students feel
emotionally supported . Believe me,
this is a unique experience in a
university setting, where kids often
feel like an invisible number.

Ilene Solomon Silber
Executive Director
Communities in Schools of Palm Beach County, Inc.

$10 MnliON
ENDOWMENT
ReS/f/ellce Hall Puuwed

A particularly valuable part of the experience abroad
was visiting corporations in the Dublin area. Repeatedly,
representatives of each business indicated that, in today's
expanding global economy, a working knowledge of
another culture and the ability to apply this knowledge in
a work environment make an employee more desirable.
I have been involved in nursing since 1978. I
returned to get my degrees after my children were grown
(not the easiest thing to do) and will complete my MBA in
March of 2001. For this reason, I am grateful for the
opportunity Lynn University gave me to study abroad. I
know the experience will be one of the things that makes
me a more desirable candidate and a more valuable
employee.

Sincerely,
Caroline Haynes, R.N.

And, with all this support, have our students
demonstrated success! Over 90% of our students have
graduated with honors. One of our students [at Lynn)
became Student Government President and another
graduated magna cum laude! These are students who at
o ne time were identified as "at-risk" of dropping out of
high school!
For CIS and for the students we serve, Lynn University
is a wonderful example of how students can achieve
success when a positive environment is provided. Lynn
University is a blend of heart and hard academics. It
shows us that, if we really want kids to succeed and we
are willing to work with both their strengths and their
weaknesses, they willi live up to our expectat1ions.

LYNN RECEIVES

Caroline /-Iaynes Edd
on a Lynn Univer~':;::fuacCht~l andI Eflzabe th Ske lhorn
a IOna tnp to Ireland.

In May, Christine Lynn, announced tha
the E. M. Lynn Foundation has pledged $
million for the University 's e ndowme nt
fund , strengthening the commitment to
the University that she and her husband
Gene, began two decades ago. Mrs. Lynn
responded to the University 's continued
record enrollment and growing student
popUlation, as well as the Administration
desire to offer students the most advano
hOllsing opportunities, and plans are
underway for construction of a state-of
the-art residence facility during the 200C
2001 academic year.
Eugene and Christine Lynn are the
niversity's singlemost significant
benefactors. Among the ir many
contributions, the Lynns are responSible
for the initial creation of the Lynn CoUe~
of International Communications and
construction of the progressive Lynn
Library, which houses television broadca
and production studios and facilities on
par with major nerwork news stations.
Mrs. Lynn, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, is aniJonorary member of the
Excalibul" Society of Lynn University and
holds an honorary doctorate degree fron
Lynn University. @
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LJ1ml UllilJel'sit), is tbe ftt"st
lmive,.sity ill Palm Beach
Calmly to offer a baclJelOl"s

Harold and Mary Perper Multimedia
Teleconferencing Center provides
immediate, live audio and video links
between classes on Lynn 's Boca Raton
campus and other centers around the
world , including the University'S afmiates

In May, Christine Lynn , announced that
the E. M. Lynn Foundation has pledged $10
million for the University's endowment
fund, strengthening the commitment to
the University that she and her husband ,
Gene , began two decades ago. Mrs. Lynn
responded to the University 's continued
record enrollment and growing student
population , as well as the Administration 's
desire to offer students the most advanced
housing opportunities, and plans a·r e
underway for construction of a state-of
the-art residence facility during the 2000
2001 academic year.
Eugene and Christine Lynn are the
University's single most Significant
benefactors. Among their many
contributions, the Lynns are responsible
for the initial creation of the Lynn College
of International Communications and
construction of the progreSSive Lynn
Library, which houses television broadcast
and production studios and facilities on
par with major network news stations.
Mrs. Lynn, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, is <In honorary member of the
Excalibur Society of Lynn University and
holds an honorary doctorate degree from
Lynn UniverSity. @

Lynn University is at the forefront of the
developing field of distance education. In
the spring of 2000 , Lynn established the
Institute for Distance Learning. This fall ,
the Institute will offer its first online
bachelor's degree in ProfesSional Studies,
and Lynl1 will become the first school in
Palm Beach County to allow students to
earn a bachelor'S degree completely
online.
Lynn's distance education program
targets an emerging market of scholars ,
older students who work full time and
can 't afford to spend time in class or
commuting. Utilizing online courses to
complete degree requirements allows
adult learners to finish their bachelor's
degree more quickly than following a
traditional format. Lynn 's online Bachelor
of Professional Studies degree grants
students in the progrJm up to 30 credits,
the equivalent of 10 college courses or
one year's worth of college , for " life
experiences," offering majors in Business,
Psychology and Hotel Administration.
In 1998, there were 710,000 students
nationwide enrolled in Internet-based
classes. Experts project this number to
swell to 2 .2 million such students by
2002. ~

NEW TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTS LYNN
UNIVERSITY

WITH

THE WORLD
Lynn University 's new multimedia
teleconferencing center brings the world
to the classroom, literally, thanks to a
generous gift from Harold and Mary
Perper of Boca Raton this spring.
Dedicated in a ceremony in May, the

in Old Forge, New York; Dublin, Ireland ;
and Argentina.
The Perpers' recent generosity was
rooted in their desire to help deepen Lynn
University's commitment to providing
global learning experiences for students,
faculty and staff. Located on the second
floor of the Green Center, the Perper
Teleconferencing Center will be used for _
distance learning programs and
1
applications , joint classes with affiHate
-g
colleges and schools around the globe and ro~.
educational conferences, among other
'"
~
activities. The University also plans to
make the facility available to local
corporations for international business
teleconferencing.
~
Harold and Mary Perper arc generous
<§:
benefactors and friends of Lynn University. ;.
Mrs. Perper is a Charter Member and Past
~
President of the Excalibur Society of tynn ro:0
University. In addition to helping create
~.
the Teleconferencing Center, The Perpers
have established The Perper Study Low1ge
in the Lynn Library, a 24-hour facility that
provides a quiet setting for students to
study at any time of the day.
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AMARNICK-GoLDSTEIN
CONCERT IIALL UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

Tms FALL
This fall, Lynn University will open a
new concert hall, the result of a generolls

§
' I

gift from Dr. and Mrs. Arnold (Marlene)
Goldstein and Mr. and Mrs.Aaron (Roslyn)
Amarnick. With the addition of this
magnifkent t;ll'ility, Lynn's Conservatory of
Music will have a proper stage on campus
and a spotlight under which its musicians
can shine.
The Amarnick-Goldstein Concert Hall
will be an intimate, 220-seat state-of-the-art
auditorium designed to allow multi-media
recordings of performances. The Hall,
which is housed in the Count ami
Countess de IIoernk International Center,
wiJI serve as a recital facility for
Conservatory of Music performances, as
well as a comfortable v~nue for
educational lectures, presentations, guest
speakers, student activities, theatrical
works and plays.
Opened in 1997, tbe 24,000 square foot
International Center combines classrooms
and administrative and activities facilities
for the rapidly growing international
student population, including the Gordon
and Mary Ilenke Wing and the Cohen
International House. ~

celebration , the 12-hour Up 'til Dawn
extravaganza. Extravaganza activities
started at 6 p.m. and ended at 6 a.m. one
Friday nighr last spring. Lynn students
"stayed awake for the kids' sake" in honor
of patients at St. Jude.
St.Jude Children's Research Hospital
was founded by the late entertainer Danny
Thomas and opened in 1962. It is the first
institution established for the sale purpose
of conducting basic and clinical research
of childhood catastrophiC diseases. @

WPTV-lV
NEWS ANCHOR
JIM BROSEMER
JOINS FACULTY OF

In 1989, Jim came to the West Palm
Beach area to organize the news
department for a brand new aftlliale,
WPBF-1V During his tenure there, he also
anchored the six and eleven o 'clock
evening newscasts. In 1993, he was
tapped by WPTV-TV to organize the
station 's investigative unit. Since then, he
has been honored with four Emmy awards
for investigative reporting and the Silver
Circle Award from the National Academy
ofTeievision Arts and Sciences. Most
recently, Jim was Senior Producer and
Host of the area's premier political forum,
"South Florida Sunday," and co-anchor of
WPTV-TV's four weekend newscasts.
Jim lives in Palm Beaeh Gardens with
his wife, Donna , and his 17-year-old
daughtcr, Nih

®
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LYNN COLLEGE OF

PmLANnmOPISTS

INTERNATIONAL

PROVIDE SCHOLARSHIP

COMMUNICATIONS

SUPPORT

In July, President
Ross announced
STUDENTS
the appointment
of former WPTV
STAY AWAKE
TV news anchor
Jim Urosemer to
FOR
SAKE
the position of
Director of
Lynn University students learned a
Media Services
lesson in philanthropy when they tbrew
for the Lynn
an aU-night party last spring. They stayed
College of
"Up ' til Dawn ," raising nearly $25 ,000 for
International
St. Jude Children's Research I [ospital.
Communications. In this capacity, Mr.
Up ' til Dawn is the fIrst event of its kind
Rrosemer will be primarily responsible for
for SLJudc in the state of Florida.
developing new programming for
Nationally, more than 30 colleges and
commercial, cable and public television
universities participate in this fundraiser.
operations, and the Internet.
At Lynn University, the Up 'til Dawn
"The University is thrilkd to have
on its staff a journalist with Jim 's
extensive television broadcasting
<;'~'~~':'.~_.I" '" and production experience,"
President Ross stared. "His
expertise will be invaluable to our
students and he will be a true asset
to Lynn 'niversity and our
communications program."
Jim Brosemer has been a fixture
in SOllth Florida television news for
more than three decades. A
graduate of the niversiry of Miami
School of Journalism, Jim began his
career at ABC News in New York.
He returned to Miami in 1967 as a
Executive Board consisted of 12 campus
reporter, news producer and assignment
student leaders who organized the
editor at \VPLG-TV. In 1971, Jim joined
University's first-ever campus-wide
WlVJ-'fV/NBC 6 in Miami , '''here for 17
fund raising event. More than 80 students
years he split anchor duties with local
participated in a variety of philanthropic
news pioneer Ralph Renick.
activities that led up to the finale

KIDs'

In May 2000, Dr. and Mrs. Keith (Elaine)
Wold committed $100,000 through their
philanthropic organization, the Bay Branch
Foundation, to Lynn niversity for
scholarShip support. The Wold Endowed
Scholarship benefits Palm Beach County
undergraduates who reside off Lynn
University's campus. With this most
recent gift, tbe value of the endowed
scholarship now totals more than
$21 :; ,000. Since 1992 , the Wolds have
awarded more than S45 ,000 to worthy
studcnb through the Wold Endowed
Scholarship fund.
Dr. and Mrs. \Vold have a longstanding
history of giving to both Lynn University
and the Boca Raton community. The
Wolds were the recipients of Lynn
University's 1998 Boca Raton Award for
their outstanding contributions to the
educational, cultural and economic
development of the UniverSity, as well as
Boca community. Dr. and Mrs . Wold were
honorary chairs of the 18th Annual Lynn

University Ball, "The World is Our
Universe ."

@)

MEN'S SOCCER WINS
SECOND CONFERENCE

TITLE
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In the two years
the Lynn
University men's
soccer team has
heen eligible for
the Sunshine State
Conference (SSC)
Championship,
the Fighting
Knights have
compiled a 13
0-1 league
record and have won two league titles .
For the 1999-00 season, the Knights were
6-0-1 in the SSe.
Led by All-America midfielder Gareth
Dunn and first team All-SSC goal keeper
Matt Nelson, the Knights breezed through
league play, outscoring their opponents
15-2. Freshman forward Dean Wilson led
the Knights in scoring with 13 goals and
three assists. Fellow freshmen Finn
Tomulevski was named SSC Freshman of
the Year.
Head Coach Shal1ll Pendleton was
honored as SSC Coach of the Year. In his
nine years at the helm of the Lynn soccer
program , Pendleton has an incredible
163-24-1l record. Currently, Pendleton is
the winningest NCAA Division II coach
with an overall record of 190-32-12 in 11
years as a head coach. ~
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STUDENTS

ARE Tops IN THE STATE
When Florida Leader MagaZine
selected the top twenty outstanding
campus leaders of the 1999-2000 year in
the state, two individuals in this elite
group were Lynn lJnlversiry students!
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In 1989, Jim came to the West Palm
Beach area to organize the news
department for a brand new affiliate,
WPI3F-TV During his tenure there , he also
anchored the six and eleven o'clock
evening newscasts. In 1993 , he was
tapped by WPTV-TV to organize the
station 'S investigative unit. Since then , he
has been honored with four Emmy awards
for investigative reporting and the Silver
Circle Award from the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences. l\'lost
recently, Jim was Senior Producer and
Host of the area's premier political forum,
"South Florida Sunday," and co-anchor of
WPTV-TV's four weekend newscasts.
Jim lives in Palm Beach Gardens with
his wife , Donna , and his 17-year-olo
daughter, Nih ~

PlnLANrHROPISTS
PROVIDE SCHOLARSIDP
SUPPORT

In May 2000, Dr. and Mrs. Keith (Elaine)
Wold committed $100,000 through their
philanthropic organization, the Bay Branch
Foundation, to Lynn University for
scholarship support. The Wold Endowed
Scholarship benefits Palm Beach County
undergraduates who reside off Lynn
University 's campus. With this most
recent gift, the value of the endowed
scholarship now totals more than
$21 :;,000. Since 1992 , the Wolds have
awarded more than $45,000 to worthy
students through the Wold Endowed
Scholarship fund .
Dr. and Mrs. Wold have a longstanding
history of giving to both Lynn University
and the Boca Raton community. The
Wolds were the recipients of Lynn
University's 1998 Boca Raton Award for
their outstanding contributions to the
educational , cultural and economic
development of the University, as well as
Boca community. Dr. and Mrs. Wolcl were
hOnOra11' chairs of the 18th Annual Lynn

University Bail, "The World is Our
Universe."
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MEN'S SOCCER WINS
SECOND CONFERENCE

TITLE
In the two years
the Lynn
University men 's
soccer team has
been eligible for
the Sun~hine State
Conference (SSC)
Championship,
the Fighting
Knights have
compiled a 13
0-1 league
record and have won two league titles.
For the 1999-00 season, the Knights were
6-0-1 in the SSe.
Led by All-America midf1elder Gareth
Dunn and first team All-SSe goal keeper
Matt Nelson , the Knights breezed through
league play, outscoring their opponents
15-2. Freshman forward Dean Wilson led
the Knights in scoring with 13 goals and
three a~sbts. Fellow freshmen Finn
Tomulevski was named sse Freshman of
the Year.
Head Coach Shaun ]>emllcton was
honored as SSC Coach of the Year. In his
nine years at the helm of the Lynn soccer
program, Pendleton has an incredible
163-24-11 record. Currently, Pendleton is
the winningest NCAA Division II coach
with an overall record of J 90-32-12 ill 11
years as a head coach . ~

Sophomore Daniel Sullivan and senior
Mariuche Harth each received honorable
mentions for the Florida College Student
of the Year Award. This is the first time
two Lynn students have been honored
with this prestigious recognition in the
same year.
Now in its 13th year, the rIorida College
Student of the Year Award is Florida's
premier scholarship program, recognizing
outstanding campus leaders statewide. The
Florida College Student of the Year Award
is the only statewide scholarship of its
kind. Its stringent eligibility criteria have
been used as a model t<)r other
programs. ~

SCHMIDT FAMILY

FOUNDATION GIFTS
TOTAL MORE

THAN

Two Mn.LION DoLlARS

facility serves as the main entranC(: to the
University. It houses the Office of the
President, as well as the Offices of
Marketing and Communications,
Institutional Advancement and Admission.

®

LEAH PROVIDES GRANT
FOR SPECIAL

EDUCATION TEACHING
The League for Educational Awareness
of the Holocaust, Inc. (LEAH) has joined
forces with Lynn University to create a
unique program in Holocaust education.
In January 2000, LEAH awarded the
University a grant of $25,500 to develop
special education classroom strategies for
teaching Holocaust awareness education.
This project is a collaborative effort
between Lynn University and the Palm
Beach County School District. The
program, for which teachers receive
graduate credits, is designed to help guide
teachers through Holocaust education
lessons as they teach special needs
children about the atrocities of World
War II.
LEAH is an organization of more than
400 volunteers dedicated to providing
funding for books, audio-visual resources
and staff training to help reduce
intolerance. Since its inception, LEAH has
raised thousands of dollars toward its goal
of serving and assisting all schools and
libraries in Palm Beach , Northern Broward,
Martin, St. Lucie, Indian River and
Okeechobee counties. ~
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LYNN STUDENTS

ARE Tops IN THE STAtE
When Florida Leader Magaz ine
selected the top twenty outstanding
campus leaders of the 1999-2000 year in
the state, two individuals in this elite
group were Lynn UniverSity students!

In February, in honor of the late Eugene
M. Lynn, The Schmidt Family Foundation
generoUSly made a significant contribution
to Lynn University for campus
enhancement projects.
The Schmidt Family Foundation has
been a generolls supporter of Lynn
University for two decades , providing gifts
totaling more than $2 million to
enrich the University. The Foundation

----------------"'!.......

r-__
..

presented its latest gift to recognize
the accomplishments of Eugene Lynn
and his commitment to Lynn
University and the Boca Raton
community.
The Schmidt College Center on
Lynn University's campus was
donated by The Schmidt Family
FOllndation in 1984 and named in
honor of Charles E. and Dorothy F.
Schmidt. The beautiful, two-story

AMERICAN COLLEGE

DUBUN
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A fascinating exhibition of paintings by
modern St. Petersburg artists is currently
on display in the Oscar Wilde HOllse at
American College Dublin, Lynn
University's affiliate in Dublin, Ireland. The
paintings, which belong to the Russian
Foreign Ministry Collection, were inspired
by the City of St. Petersburg, which is
recognized worldwide as a center of fine arts.
Many members of the diplomatiC and
artistic communities in Dublin and a
delegation of war veterans attended the
exhibition throughout the spring. One of
the featured artists , Mr. Oleg Davtian,
Deputy Principal Officer of the Russian
Foreign Ministry Representation in St.
Petersburg, attended the unveiling. ~
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LYNN UNIVERSITY
CREATES WALKWAY

HONORING STIJDENTS

of hoteliers and tourism professionals
centers on a mix of rigorous academic
studies and practical experience gained
through extensive and structured
internships. ~

AND FAMllJES

.~

Over the summer months, Lynn
University was pleased to unveil its long
awaited families Walkway, a special
thoroughfare on campus comprised of
engraved bricks purchased by Lynn
alumni, parents, grandparents and friends
in honor of students, alumni , relatives and
loved ones. The Walkway is centrally
located in a highly visible area on campus
outside the International Center. All
proceeds from the Lynn University
Families Walkway go directly to support
scholarships.
To date, the Walkway proj ec t has raised
more than $15 ,000 in support of
scholarships. Parent James Sullivan, whose
son Mark will graduate from Lynn this
year, explained, "When I first heard of the
opportunity to purchase a
commemorative brick on a planned
promenade at Lynn, I was immediately
taken with the idea. Here is a chance to
say thank you to my son for aU his hard
work but also to thank Lynn University for
providing such a wonderful environment
for a great college experience. I hope my
son proudly shows his brick to his
grandchildren ."
For more information on the Lynn
University Families Walh."Way or to
purchase a brick, please call Elysa Elk or
Peter Gallo at 877/326-5966. ~

SWIss-AMERICAN
HOSPITALITY INSTITIJTE
DEBUI'S

IN

ARGENTINA

The new Swiss-American Hospitality
Institute in Argentina enrolled its first class
of Diploma in Hospitality Management
students this spring. The program is
designed to cover four semesterS, two of
which students spend on work
placeme nts within the hospitality industry.
The SwiSs-American Hospitality
Institute 's Diploma in Hospitality
Management program is also offered at the
American College Dublin and on Lynn
University's campus. The Institute
represe nts a blend of two famous
hospitality cultures and educational
traditions. The Swiss tradition of
hospitality education for the preparation

WOMEN'S TENNIS
FINISHES AS

DIVISION

NCAA

II NATIONAL

RUNNER-UP
The Lynn University women 's tennis
team finished second in the nation in
Division II women's tennis during the
1999-2000 season. The Fighting Knights
fell to defending national champion BYU
Hawaii in the championship match of the
2000 NCAA Division II Women 's Tennis
Tournament. Lynn's women's tennis team,
who won NCAA national titles in 1997
and 1998, was making its fourth straight

Program, a colJaborJtive effort with Palm
Beach Atlantic College and Florida Atlantic
University which enables college students
to tutor youngsters at middle schools in
Boca Raton and West Palm Ueach. The
program's goal is to improve test scores,
prevent dropouts ami encourage college
enrollment among miclclle-schoolers. In
addition to benefiting the middle school
students, the tutors program helps provide
college students with an opportunity for
community service and direct teaching
experience.
The Florida Tutors Program was
financed by a $60,000 grant from the
Florida Department of Education to the
Horida Indepe ndent College Fund.
Preliminary reports indicate the tutoring
project has achieved its goals. If the final
results are positive, the program may be
expa nded to higher education and public
school programs across the entire state of
Florida this fall. ~

LYNN UNIVERSITY'S
CONSERVATORY

18th to early 19th century and wilJ link
generations of musicians creating beautiful
and timeless music. It will also help Lynn
students in future violin competitions,
where one of the main criteria fi)r success
is a beautiful instrumental sonority.

®

PEER SUPPORT GROUP

ON

CAMPUS

MAKEs

MAJOR IMPACT
During the 2000-200 I academic year,
members of Students Teaching Awareness
and Responsibility (S'lAR) will celebrate
three years of being a group on Lynn
University's campus. The purpose of SlAR
is to promote health and weUness issues
among the student population without
"preaching" or lecturing to fellow
classmates. Since its inception on campus,
S'lAR has helped hunclreds of students
make healthy, informed decisions about
serious issues that affect their lives now
and in the future.

OF

MUSIC RECEIVES
ExCEPI10NAL
INSTRUMENTS

appearance in the national tournament.
Led hy seniors .Julia .Jehs, Katerina
Koldova , Sandy Peshkin and Karolina
Triska, the Knights posted a 23-3 record,
while claiming their second straight
Sunshine State Conference cbampionship
and ending the season ranked No.2 in the
nation. Jehs, Kol.d ova, and junior Maria
Alves all earned All-America recognition.
Koldova , who was 22-1 in singles play
and 21-5 in doubles , was named as the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association Senior
Female of the Year. Koldova ended her
career at Lynn as a seven-time AU-America,
four times in singles and three in
doubles. ~

UNIQUE TurORS

PROGRAM BENEFITS
MIDDLE SCHOOL
STUDENTS
Last spring, Lynn University took part in
the pilot project of the Florida Tutors

Lynn University 's Conservatory of Music
is making more beautiful music with the
recent donation of seve ral exceptional
violins.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald (Georgia) Mandich
generollsly donated three Mandich family
heirloom violins to the Conservatory of
Music at Lynn University for young
performers to play in recitals ancl
concerts.
In addition, Mr. Arnold Eidus , a former
concert violinist, rece ntly entrusted his
prized violin to the Conservatory of Music
at Lynn University. Mr. Eidus lIsed this fine
instrument. throughout his distinguished
career for recordings and on concert
tOllfS . The violin was crafted in the late

Ln October 1999, STAR completed a
solid week of programming for Alcohol
AwareneSs Week. Activities ranged from a
candlelight vigil mass to a special
presentation from MTV Real World
Hawaii member Kaia Beck, who discusseo
what it was like to live \vith an alcoholic
roommate. In November, STAR staged
activities in conjunction with the Great
American Smokeout. Other important
student activitie:; STAR organized during
the 1999-2000 year included Eating
Disorders Week , Safe Spring Break,
Depression Screening, programs on Stress
He lief and Sexual Responsibility, and Peer
Theater, a unique project where members
performed a series of role plays. The
group also took an active role in the April
WeUness Fair, screening students on their
alcohol and drug tendencies.
For alJ of this work, SlAR was named
Student Organization of the Year at Lynn
University's Leadership Celebration
Banquet. In addition to the organization's
success, President Hunter Kepley '00 was
twice named Student Leader of the

Progr:UTI, a collaborative effort with Palm
Beach Atlantic College and Florida Atlantic
University which enables college students
to tutor youngsters at middle schools in
Boca Raton and West Palm Beach. The
program 's goal is to improve test scores,
prevent dropouts and encourage college
enrollment among middle-schoolcrs. In
addition to benefiting the middle school
students, the tutors progl~IITI helps provide
college students with an opportunity for
community service and direct teaching
experience.
The Florida Tutors Program was
financed by a $60,000 grant from the
Florida Department of Education to the
f lorida Independent College Fund.
Preliminary reports indicate the tutoring
project has achieved its goals. If the tlnal
results are pOSitive, the program may be
expanded to higher education and public
school programs across the entire state of
Florida this fall. ~

LYNN UNIVERSITY'S
CONSERVATORY

18th to early ~9th century and will link
generations of musicians creating beautiful
and timeless music. It will also help Lynn
students in future violin competitions,
where one of the main criteria for success
is a beautiful instrumental sonority. ~

PEER SUPPORT GROUP

ON CAMPUS MAKEs
MAJOR IMPACT
During the 2000-2001 academic year,
members of Students Teaching Awareness
and Responsibility (STAR) will celehrdte
three years of being a group on Lynn
University's campus. The purpose of STAR
is to promote health and weltness issues
among the student population without
"preaching" or lecturing to fellow
classmates. Since its inception on campus,
STAR has helped hundreds of students
make healthy, int()rmcd decisions about
serious issues that affect their lives no,,,
and in the future.

OF

MUSIC RECEIVES
EXCEPTIONAL
INSTRUMENTS

Lynn University 'S Conservatory of Music
is making more beautiful music with the
recent donation of several exceptional
violins.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald (Georgia) Mandich
generously donated three Mandich family
heirloom violins to the Conservatory of
Music at Lynn University for young
pert()rmers to play in recitals and
concerts.
In addition , Mr. Arnold Eidus, a former
concert violinist, recently entrusted his
prized violin to the Conservatory of Music
at Lynn University. Mr. Eidus used this fine
instrument throughout his distinguished
career for recordings ami on concert
tours. Tile violin was crafted in the late

Month , as well as Male Student Leader of
the Year, for his efforts on behalf of STAR.
He said an advantage to being in the
group was that he "developed knowledge
about issues by advocating and promoting
healthy living to peers."
STAR is looking forward to another
successful year under the leadership of
2000-2001 President Chris Guido. ~

In October 1999, STAR completed a
solid week of progmmming for Alcohol
Awareness Week. Activities ranged from a
candlelight vigil mass to a special
pres<:ntation from MTV Real World
Hawaii member Kaia Beck, who discussed
what it was like to live with an alcoholic
roommate. In November, STAR staged
activities in conjunction with the Great
American Smokeout. Other important
student activities STAR organized during
the 1999-2000 year included Eating
Disorders Week, Sate Spring Break,
DepreSSion Screening, programs on Stress
Relief and Sexual ResponSibility, and Peer
Theater, a unique project where members
performed a series of role plays. The
group also took an active role in the April
Well ness Fair, screening students on their
alcohol and drug tendencies.
For all of this work, STAR was named
Student Organization of the Year at Lynn
University's Leadership Ceiebration
Banquet. In addition to the organization 's
success, President Hunter Kepley '00 was
twice named Student Leader of the

PARTNERSHIP FOR

LEARNING PROVES To
BE A SUCCESS
Lynn University's partnership with the
Center for Technology, Enterprise and
Development (1'.E.D.) in Delray Beach is a
proven win-win situation for everyone
involved! .f ounded in J 992,1'.E.I).'s
mission is to encourage and nurture small
business firms and the social community
in southern Palm Beach County. The
Center provides office space, clerical
assistance, access to offke equipment and
skills t1~linin.g .
In 1994 , Lynn University realized the
potential of the Center as an opportunity
t()[' students to get involved and learn the
business of running a small business first
hand. Since then dozens of students
majoring in Small Business Management
have a~sisted in research for clients of the
TE.D. Center. Each semester, several teams
of students are actively involved with
analysis and recommendations for
proposed or growing businesses.
For Lynn students, this business
incubator provides a realistic laboratory
setting to observe the formidable tasks
that face small organizations, providing
opportunities to develop a plan to
maximize the potential of those tirms.
Students meet with staff and clients. then
devote the entire semester to market
research , organizational deSign , strategiC
choice and ideIJtitkation of the
appropriate m;u'keting and financial plan
to best suit the needs of the firms.
For clients, the panner~hip provides :In
opportunity for them lo receive a
sophisticated analysis of their organization
and its environments in a comfortable
setting and free of charge.

®

LYNN NAMES

IIEAD

VOLLEYBAll COACH
In June, Lynn University Director of
Athletics Dr. Richard Young announced the
hiring of Luciana Freire to replace Deb
Pope as the Fighting Knights ' head

volleyball
coach. Freire
becomes the
t(lUrth head
coach in the
program 's
five-year
history.
"Luciana 's
extensive
playing
experience
both here at
Lynn and in I3razil will serve he r well as a
coach," said Young. "S.he has a strong grasp
of the game and has done a great job of
running our offseason workouts this
spring."
In her two years at Lynn, Freire led the
Fighting Knights in virtually every
statistical category. She earned Sunshine
State Conference All-Freshman team
honors in 1998 and was named to the
All-SSe second team in 1999. She
currently holds more than 20 school
records .
"I'm looking j()rward to the upcoming
season and the opportunity to teach the
team what I have learned in my playing
career," said freire. "We have four new
players cOming in, all with goocl height.
We 'will work hard to continue building
the volleybaLl program into a conference
contender."
Freire earned a bachelor's degree in
PhYSical Therapy from Castelo Brdnco
University (Brazil) in 1997. She is
currently working on a master's degree at
Lynn UniverSity. ~
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SOFTBALL

MAKEs

HUGE STRIDES
Under the direction of interim head
coach Amy Alderman , the Lynn University
softball team took a giant leap fOlwarcl in
the development of the third-year
program. The Fighting Knights, after
winning just 18 games in the program's
(cont. pg 23)

Dr. Jennifer Gerz·Escandon, Associate Professor of International Relations, recently accepted an
appointment as Director of Lynn University's Center for International Programs and Services.

Dr. Marsha Glines, Dean of the Ross College of Education and Executive Director of The Advancement
Program (TAP), received an Alumni Achievement Award from Emerson College in Boston. Dr. Glines was
in acclaimed company, accepting her award along with Kevin Bright '76, Executive Director of NBC's
"Friends," "Veronica's Closet" and "Jesse;" actor Howard Atlee Heinlen '50; and Richard Levy '68, an
inventor who licensed and co·developed Furby.

Dr. William Leary, Professor of Education, was recently honored by Northwest Mississippi Community
College with a Certificate of Excellence in Leadership, Service and Commitment for his contributions to
Mississippi Tech's Prep Project, a program assisting community college graduates with
employment. In addition, a review of Dr. Leary's recent book, Assessing Student Performance,
was published in School Administrator magazine, a publication sent to more than 2,500 school
superintendents and principals across the country.
Irving R. Levine, Dean of the Lynn College of International Communications and former NBC

News correspondent, was invited in July to Seoul, Korea, along with six other foreign
correspondents, for a commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Korean War. Dean Levine
was also chosen recently as one of the greatest 100 business journalists and news executives
of the 20th Century.
Robert Levinson, Vice President for Corporate Development, gave
the June Commencement Address at Unity School in Delray Beach,
where three of his grandchildren have attended.
Mike Petroski, Assistant Professor of Computer Science, received
Lynn's 1999·2000 Faculty Recognition Award for Outstanding Service
and Leadership at Commencement Ceremonies on May 6, 2000.

Dr. Roberta Rust, Artist-Faculty (Piano) at Lynn's Conservatory of
Music, spent three weeks over the summer touring the People's
Republic of China, performing concerts and teaching master classes in
Shanghai, Beijing and Chengdu, Sichuan.

Scott Albano '00, International Communications, became a Production Assistant with Rexall Sundown in Boca Raton in May.
Cindy Braggs '00, Hotel and Restaurant Management, has been hired as Activities Supervisor at the Four Seasons Resort in Palm Beach, FL
Randy Brisell '98, M.BA International Management, is now President of SunCoast Cybertech International in Daytona Beach, FL.
Andreia Brunstein '00, Graphic Design, joined Lynn University this summer as a Graphic Designer.
Coraly Castro '99, M.BA International Management, accepted a position as Account Manager of Netbytel.com in Boca Raton.
Aldino Coatti '99, Business Management, is now a Stockbroker Trainee with Emerson Bennett of Harrison, NY.

Student 'Y/ng Huang and
Huang Chang-Un hosted C
There are rwo musics that permeate
world culture: rock music, the

Alison K. Dines '99, Sports and Recreation, recently became a Corporate Management Trainee with Hyatt Hotels in San Diego, California.

inescapable vernacular sound of

Uana Koteva '01 , a violin student of Sergiu Schwartz in Lynn's Conservatory of Music, recently won the concerto competition at the Musicorda Summer
Music Festival at Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley, Mass. Ms. Koteva will also be appearing as soloist with the Boca Symphonic Pops this season.

contemporary life , and western classical

Tony Kurtz '96, Behavioral Science, recently joined Lucent Technologies in Minnesota.

the developing world. As a classical

David Marenco '99, Hotel, Resort and Food Service Management, recently became a Property Contract
Audit Processor with Lynn Insurance Group of Boca Raton.

Alison Polish '00, Psychology, accepted a position as a Case Manager with the Parent Child Center of
South Florida.

Alexandra Reiner '99, M.BA International Management, recently became an Underwriter with Union
Planters Bank in North Miami Beach.

Mary Anne Roth '98, Bachelor of Professional Studies/Business Administration, is now the owner of
Bestcaregiverinfo.com, Inc., of Boca Raton.

Amali Seneviratne '00, Hotel, Restaurant and Tourism Management, became Lynn University's Student
Activities Coordinator in May.

Quantas Simmons '99, Behavioral Science, recently became a Family Service Counselor with the Department of Children and Families in Lauderhill, FL.
KaroUna Triska '00, former Lynn tennis player and Lynn's 1999·2000 Female Athlete of the Year, was awarded an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship for
$5,000 to study at the university or profeSSional school of her choice.
Emily Zizzi '99, Hotel, Resort and Food Service Management, joined Turnberry Isle Resort &Club in Aventura, FL, as a Convention Services Agent.
Please send any Groundbreakers listings to Stephanie Hemminghaus at perspectives@/ynn.edu.

mUSiC, which has a special vibrancy in
pianist, I have been fortunate

to

have

ti'aveled extensively via concertizing anc
teaching. Travel educates amI enriches
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no other activity can do . For those of w

who teach for a living and for love , ever
opportunity to explore beyond the
studio and classroom gives fresh insight
and renewed inspiration

to

take back to

the teaching environment.
I received an invitation to visit China
and present piano recitals ancl give
master classes at three major music

Conservatories in the People's Republic:

Shanghai, Beijing (Central Conservatory)
and Sichuan Conservatory (in Chengdu)
The reception I received from the
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Bv Or. Roberta Ro

means to get somewhere, not simply for
exercise or leisure-then I realized I
was no longer home. I spent three days
in Zhenjiang, entertained by my student
Ying Huang and her parents Jiang Lin
Ming and Huang Chang-Lin. My days
with them served as a superb primer to
this vast country. I visited Buddhist
temples, scaled the seven stories of two
pagodas, viewed the Yangzi River and

I

e njoyed an lntlnite variety of foods.
After my initial days of acdimation in
Zhenjiang, I stayed in the guesthouse at
the Shanghai Conservatory of Music. I
worked with about a dozen pianists at

a Raton in May.

the Conservatory and a few younger

sort in Palm Beach, FL.

players who were studying in the

1

middle school (pre-college age). The

Daytona Beach, FL.

students were well prepared, receptive

'U

and respectful. The classes were held

'U

(!)

:om in Boca Raton.

Stvdent Y/ng HUBng and her parents Jiang Un-Mlng and
Huang Chang-Un host~d Dr. Rust at their horne In Zhenjiang .

There art two musics that permeate

on the fourth floor of a new, impressive

schoob and the hospitality extended to

eighteen-story building on the

world culture: rock music, the

me by the families of my current and

Conservatory campus.

)tels in San Diego, California.

inescapable vernacular sOllnd of

former Chinese students was generous

to competition at the Musicorda Summer
with the Boca Symphonic Pops this season.

contemporary life , and western classical

and gracious beyond measure. My

in E-flat Major, Hob. XVI/60 by Joseph

music, which has a special vibrancy in

journey took place during three weeks

Haydn and the Symphonic Etudes of

the developing world . As a classical

in May. I left my house to begin a thirty-

Robert Schumann. I was asked by the

pianist, I have been fortunate to have

hour trip, door to door, from my home to

Chim.:se teachers to play American music

traveled extensively via concertizing and

the hometown (Zhenjiang) of one of my

in the concerts. I complied with this

teaching. Travel educates and enriches as

students. I arrived at night in the

request and performed music from both

Y.

no other activity can do. For those of us
who teach for a living and for love, every

•

studio and classroom gives fresh insight
and renewed inspiration to take back to

art, is denying the reflection
.
Cage 's 4'33"·IS
. th e mIrror.
In

the teaching environment.
I received an invitation to visit China

I an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship for
FL, as a Convention Services Agent.

ives@/ynn.edu.

immune to censorship.

and present piano recitals and give

American continents: Brazilian piano

I n music by Heltor Villa-Lobos and works by

opportunity to explore beyond the

: of Children and Families in Lauderhill, FL.

l,

Censorship, especially

My recital program included the Sonata

.S. composer John Cage, including his
infamous 4'33", a piece closer to
philosophy than to music. The varied
response it received from audiences in
each Chinese city was both intriguing
and revealing to me .

master classes at three major music

resplendently modern and spacious

Conservatories in the People's Republic:

Pudong airport in Shanghai. It wasn't

Shanghai, Beijing (Central Conservatory)

until I glanced out the car window on

instructing the pianist not to play

and Sichuan Conservatory (in Chengdu).

the way to Zhenjiang and saw so many

anything for a period of four minutes and

The reception I received from the

people on bicycles-using them as a

thirty-three seconds. The "music " is the

Cage's 4'33" (four minutes and thirty
three seconds) is a composition
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ambient sound (some call this silence)
that occurs during that length of time in
the theatre. I have also "played" this
piece in North and South America. It
serves as a musical Rorschach test and
can give the pianist the chance

to

concentrate exclusively on listening to
the audience-an inversion of the usual
arrangement. I encourage musicians to
perform it. Audiences look forward to it
eagerly-it is an experience they never
forget. One reason for its impact is that
in so much western classical music, the
audience is incUned to slip into

:I

passive

Watching the
minutes and seconds
pass by, I sit as still
as possible and look
straig ht out over the
piano's sound6oard
and listen intently to
the audience and the
"room music."

n

futuristic city of unbridled economic
energy, I went to Beijing. What I noticed
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The sounds of Reijing were different
from those in Shanghai, especially durin!!

upon arrival was the architecture in this

the performance ofJohn Cage's 433".

capital city, much of which dates from

Preceding my recitaJ at the Central

the mid 20th century. In contrast to

Conservatory, a 60 year-old school that

Shanghai (with its surrealistic skyline of

will soon be able

to

boast the addition

01

Pudong-the booming 21 st century

new buildings, there was little discussion

section of town-and Puxi , the older

of the Cage until a few minutes before

area with a 19th century colonial flavor),

the concert was

the architecture of Beijing boldJy

to walk onto the stage, I was asked to

embodies the ideals of communism,

wait a few more minutes beginning the

modernism, and realism at Tiananmen

reCital , because the muSic librarian was

Square and in the broad boulevards

so excited about the impending

nearby. One morning while in Beijing, I

performance of 4'33", a piece he claimec

to

begin. As I was abou1

had never been "played" there before. H(

minutes into the work, someone

music students who are currently

wanted to get the video camera set up

participant in the art work. In 433",

sneezed. That del.ightfully uncontrollable

studying at Lynn University and who

quickly to record the event for the

Cage does not let an audience do that. A

human action sent them into peals of

were with me that week. They wanted

library 's archives and document this

performance of the piece emphasizes

laughter. The release of repressed humor

me to see the flag-raising ceremony at

experience for posterity. The Beijing

the symbiosis between player and

is a fantastic sound. It makes beautiful

Tiananmen Square that occurs daily at

audience was quiet throughout the

public.

music. After a few seconds the laughter

sunrise. About 300 people gathered that

entire 4'33". The stoney, almost obedien l

subsided and was followed by the

dawn and watched a small formation of

silence of that audience was unsettling

inadvertent dropping of coins. They

troops march out of the front gate of the

it was the tirst time I've experienced

rattled all over the floor and propelled

Forbidden City, which has for adornment

Stich stillness during a performance of

audience was quite different in each city

the group into more laughter. At this

a huge picture of Mao Zhe1\mg hanging

the work, and I am still trying to

in which I performed. Before the first

point I began to think about the

above it. This honor guard of troops, in

interpret the meaning of that particular

concert in Shanghai, there was bemused

relationship between music and money,

their crisp green uniforms, broke into a

stretch of time. Perhaps it was a

discussion among some of the music

art and economics. At a music

goose step on their way to the flagpole, a

metaphor for unspOken discourse, a

students and their teachers about the

conference I once attended, I remember

sound that I have heard only in films or

symbol of the obedience that an

Cage piece . Its reputation had preceded

the words of an eminent professor

on tdevision. To hear it in real life is

authoritarian culture exacts on its

it. When I perform it, I carry a

explaining

another matter entirely, and I was

Citizens, or a reflection of the reality of

stopwatch onto the stage and start it by

best understand the history of music you

astounded.

daily censorship. Censorship, especially

pressing the button on top of the watch

have to "follow the money."

without becoming a fully active
Co

n

rose at 4:30 a.m . at the urging of two

mode: to sit back, listen, and watch ,
g

y

N

Another revelation in the 433" is the
power of place to influence action and
attitude. The ambient sound from the

with an exaggerated flourish of my
hands. I then place the stopwatch on

to

those assembled that to

in art , is denying the reflection in the
mirror. Cage's 4'33" is immune to

I thought about this idea later in my
trip , because while I was in China the

of

censorship. In its innocence and
simplicity, it se rves as the perfect vehicle

the center of the music rack of the piano

World Trade Organization endorsed the

directly in front of me. Watching the

inclusion of the People 's Republic into

minutes and seconds pass by, I sit as still

its organization and the U.S. House of

as possible and look straight out over the

Representatives granted China

three seconds at the time and place in

piano's sOl1l1dboard and listen intently to

Permanent National Trade Relations

which it ocCurs.

the audience and the "room music." As I

(PNTR) status. As an An1erican pianist, I

began the piece in Shanghai, I could

knew the trip I \vas malting would not

spent a few days teaching at the Central

sense discomfort bordering on

have been likely a generation ago. The

Conservatory, scaling the Great Wall at

embarrassment emanating from the

opening up of China , and the U.S.

MutianYll , visiting the Porbidden City,

audience. The group also seemed proud

involvement there, made a journey such

strolling through the hutong (sections of

of itself for at least feigning respect for

as mine possible.

town with sinewy streets and narro'""

the experience, but after about three

After almost a week in Shanghai, a

to journey anywhere and reveals the

repressed humor

reality of those four minutes and thirty

In addition to my concert in Beijing, I

alleyways) and taking in an evening of
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I went to Beijing. What I noticed
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The sounds of Beijing were different

uristic city of unbridled economic
~rgy,

h

from those in Shanghai, especiaUy during

Beijing Opera. The Qianmen Hotel

at hand in his performance of the

houses the Liyuan Theatre that presents

Chopin Fantasie in f minor. Some

on arrival was the architecture in this

the performance of John Cage's 4'33".

Beijing Opera with English super titles.

describe this as sensitivity and

)ital city, much of which dates from

Preceding my recital at the Central

There were two stories presented at the

temperament , others simply as talent, but

: mid 20th century. In contrast to

Conservatory, a 60 year-olel school that

opera that evening, "The Crossroads" and

it is the rare quality we all seek

mghai (with its surrealistic skyline of

will soon be able to boast the addition of

"Presenting a Pearl on the Rainbow

discover in students and develop as artist

to

dong-the booming 21st century

new buildings, there was little discussion

Bridge." The Chinese orchestra consisted

teachers-,it is always such a pleasure to

:tion of town-and Puxi, the older

of the Cage until a few minutes before

of a handful of musicians playing

behold. To identify it requires complete

a with a 19th century colonial flavor) ,

the concert was to begin . As I was about

Chinese string, wind and percussion

conviction in what is essentially a

: arch.itecture of Beijing boldly

to

walk onto the stage, I was asked to

instruments, stage left. Unforgettable

subjective evaluation. I worked with

bodies the

ideal~

of communism ,

wait a few more minutes beginning the

.clernis111, and re."11ism at Tiananmen

reCital, because the music librarian was

.Iare and in the br03d boulevards

so excited about the impe nding

uby. One morning while in Beijing, I

performance of 4'33", a piece he claimed

·e at 4:30 a.m. at the urging of two

had never been "played " there before. He

Isic students who are currently

wanted to get the video camera set up

dying at Lynn University and who

quickly to n:cord the event for the

re with me that week. They wanted

library's archives and document this

. to see the flag-raising ceremony at

experience for posterity. The Beijing

nanmen Square that occurs daily at

audience was quiet throughout the

lrise. About 300 people gathered that

entire 4'33". The stoney, almost obedient

;yn and watched a small formation of

silence of that audience was unsettling

I worked with more than forty pianists
•
China, and many
during my stay In

displayed high achievement and ambition;
He Jie, who possessed the soul of a poet,
-

'.

\

I

is one I shan not soon forg~t .•!III'_ _ __
"1

ops march out of the front gate of the

it was the first time I've experienced

upon first viewing was the effective use

-bidden City, which has for adornment

such stillness during a performance of

of brilliant colors and their contrasts in

in China, and many displayed high

uge picture of Mao Zhe Tung hanging

the work, and I am still trying to

costume, the ostentatious theatricality of

achievement and ambition; He Jie , who

we it. This honor guard of troops, in

interpret the meaning of that particular

the actors, the use of mime, and the

possessed the soul of a poet , is one I

'ir crisp green uniforms, broke mto a

stretch of time. Perhaps it was a

incorporation of acrobatics into the

shall not soon forget.

)se step on their way to the flagpole, a

metaphor for unspoken cliscourse , a

opera. The music was subordinate to the

I met both the PreSident and Director

md that I have heard only in films or

symbol of the obedience that an

theatrical expression and not intended to

of the Sichuan Conservatory on my tirst

television. To hear it in real life is

authoritarian culture exacts on its

stand alone.

day in Chengdu. They gave me an

-<
OJ

>ther matter entirely, and I was

citizens, or a reflection of the reality oJ

After my days in Beijing, I traveled to

account of the history of the school,

'"

)unded.

daily censorship. Censorship, espeCially

Chengclu, the capital of the province of

which serves as the center of the finest

in art, is denying the reflection in the

Sichuan-l;ul1ous for the fire and spice

music education in the southwestern

mirror. Cage 's 4'33" is immune to

of its cuisine. Some of the most gifred

part of China. Both Western claSSical

censorship. In its innocence and

young pianists I heard were at the

music and traditional Chinese curricula

simplicity, it serves as tbe perfect vehicle

Sichuan Conservatory. I worked

prevail. The American repertOire in my

to journey anywhere and reveals the

intenSively for three clays with about 16

recital program was especially

reality of those four minutes and thirty

students, mostly of high school age. I

appreciated here. The performance of

three seconds at the time and place in

remember a 13-year-okl girl, Wan Xin ,

Cage's 4'33" assumed a structure similar

which it occurs.

with substantial pianistic potential who

to my experience of the piece with the

bad studied for only three years ami

public in the west. A dramatic hush fell

spent a few clays teaching at the Central

sailed through Chopin 's Op. 10 No.2

over the audience as I started the piece.

Conservatory, scaling the Great Wall at

etude without a glitch. There was one

Shortly thereafter a cell phone went off

release

s

of

In addition

to

my concert in Beijing, I

more than forty pianists during my stay

"~

-Dro

::l.

~.

Mutianyu , visiting the Porbidden City,

17-year-old boy, 1Ie .lie, who played the

in the haJJ-the cell talking reached its

strolling through the hutong (sections of

piano in a transcendent manner that

peak about two-thirds of the way

town with sinewy streets and narrow

allowed the listener to focus exclusively

through the piece. This was followed by

alleyways) and taking in an evening of

on the meaning and feeling of the music

a gradual diminuendo as the sounds of
(COl1t.p g 23)
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Recent years have seen some of the
greatest economic successes ever
evidenced in the history of the world.
However, in this time of great success
there is great vulnerability. The
economies of 100 countries were better
off ten years ago than they are today.
How is this paradox of plenty and
1:'"(J)
'in

c
c

-"='

disparity brought into balance? Who is it
that will shape policies to deal with this
most urgcnt of issues?

• Preparing managers as agents
of change
• Committing managers to flawless
• Clositlg the gap betweetl
cogllitive ultderstatldillg and
• Developing the ability to
atlticipate global customers'
needs
• Developitlg the relationship
itlformatiotl technology, and

they have ever faced in the past. These

globalizatiotl

recent years. In today's world ,

• Appreciatitlg the tleed to go
beyond self-referential
perspectives

g

h

s

t

fortunately, I had the opportunity to

should focus. However, in contemplating

teach at the Academy of Economic

my own ability to master tbe others, I

Studies in Rucharest , Romania , in fall
supported by Lynn UniverSity. As I have

A Chinese proverb,

learned from President Ross,
management education must be

"Traveling

changes

the man, " gave me
the insight as to how
to

proceed

with

internationalized. Although teaching at
Lynn University exposes a faculty
member to a variety of cultures ,
immersing oneself in a different culture
while teaching is exciting ami
meaningful on both personal ,U1d

further education and
personal growth.

cotlgruetlce ofprivate wealth
and commotl wealth

The time spent in Romani;

allowed me to develop al

• Untierstamlitlg the need for

management educators need to

a continuing basis.

i

professional levels.

enlighten not only new generations of
managers, but also older generations, on

s

issues on whicl1 management cducators

behavioral ktlow-how

with greater challenges tOday than what

manager has decreased markedly in

n

1999 through a Fulbright Scholarship

amOtlg itlteractive learnitl&

the ratc of Change: the half-life of a

n

executiotl

Management educators are presented

challenges are due in large measure to

y

international context fo
came to the realization that an

I believe I have a full understanding of
the importance of the first three key

international experience would be

my education and training

crucial to my development as a teacher.

In recent years, a rapidly

Lecturing in Romania \vas a \7cry

changing and growing global

enriching experience, providing me witl'

economy and the role of

three professional insights t<>r preparing

technology becoming ever more

managers. Fir5t, the time spent in

integral to international

Romania allowed me

commerce, have contributed to

international context for my education

my own sense that further

and training. Globalization has become:

education and personal growth

critical facet in the education process.

are necessary for me to continue

All coursework now bas a significant

making a meaningful

international component. Students and

contribution as a management

teachers need

educator. A Chinese proverb,

referential perspectives. To a degree, we

to

to

develop an

go beyond their self

"Traveling changes the man,"

do have the opportunity

gave me the insight as to how to

points of view, as student bodies have

proceed with further education

become more international. However, to

and personal growth. This

truly go beyond the domeStiC 110int of

to

see other

proverb has particular meaning

view, one needs to have a living

for me when placed into the

experience with another culture.

context of seven key issues for

Secondly, teaching in Romania proved

management education:

to

Slade Clllm:h In Brasov, RomBlnB.

be enlightening, clue to the country's

1

y

n

n

s

i

g

h

t

s
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issues on which management educators

Fortunately, I had the opportunity to

should focus. However, in contemplating

teach at the Academy of Economic

my own ahility to master the others, I

Studies in Bucharest, Romania, in fall
1999 through a rulbright Scholarshjp
supported by Lynn University. As I have

I'/it,;,. Chinese proverb,

learned from President Ross ,
management education must he

"Traveling

changes

the man," gave me
the insight as to how
to

proceed

with

internationalized. Although tcaching at
Lynn University exposes a faculty
memher to a variety of cultures,
immersing oneself in a different culture
while teaching is exciting and
meaningful on both personal and
professional levels.

further education and
personal growth.

The time spent in Romania
allowed me to develop an
international context for

transition from a planned economy

to

a

market-oriented economy. Homania, like

to me, for a manager, a network of this

type would be particularly benef1cial.

"

(1)

most Central European countries, offers

came to the realization that an
international experience would be

Dr. Norcio with his Romanian students.

my education and . training.

V>

On a more personal level, teaching in

educators to teach managers how to

Romania had many bendlts, and my

marry the concepts of private wealth ,

experience proved to be invaluable.

enriching experience, providing me with

common wealth and sustainable

was able to interact with both

three profeSSional insights for preparing

development. This practice is valuahk,

undergraduate and graduate students.

managers. first , the time spent in

because future managers will have to

Similar to my experience as a teacher in

Romania allowed me to develop an

develop practices that lead

the United States, I found the students to

international context for my education

congruence of private wealth and

and training. C;Jobalization has become a

common wealth within the boundaries

have the opportunity to teach , one will

critical t:lcet in the education process.

of sustainable development.

find it a real pleasure to work with

crUCial to my development as a teacher.
Lec:l:uring in Romania was a very

to

a

be a delight. I believe wherever one may

The third insight I gained lecturing in

young people. I found the students in

international component. Students and

Romania was an understanding of how

Romania to be just as engaging as any

teachers need to go beyond their self

managers from different countries could

students with whom I have come in

referential perspectives. To a degree, we

better communicate with each othe r.

contact.

do have the opportunity to see other

Management educators should be able to

points of vit:w, as student bodies have

use information lechnology and the

is thal Romania is a poor country. The

become more international. However, to

many modes of interactive learning to

great majority of students cannot afford

truly go beyond the domestic point of

design frameworks allowing managers in

to purchase textbooks. Access to

view, one needs to have a living

training from around the world to

reference material and information

experience with another culture.

establish a collegial relationship. These

technology is also dift1cult. Students rely

relationships could then continue

on taking notes and comparing what

throughout managers' careers. It seems

they have to that of fellow students.

All coursework now has a significant

Secondly, teaching in Romania proved
to be enlightening, due to the country 's

":::;
(1)

the opportunity for management

The biggest challenge to teaching there

(cunf.PR 23)
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September November
New Student Orientation/Registration 5 9 Annual Talent Jam
8.00 AM, de Hoemle Sport!; and CultufCll Center

Returning Student Orientation/Registration

6

8:00 ANI, de Hoell lie Spans ()nd Culwrol C'11rer

8:00 PM, AuciitoriurTl.
In(o: kshelw,,@lynnrou or (561) 37-1 IS-

10 Concert-

AConcerto Extravaganza, featuring The lynn Philharmonia

7:30 PM, Spanish River 01l!rch, BIXO RO/J)f) Ticke~ $22
For more info please contoc! the MuslCTickec Offjce-(501 ) 999·43 77

7
lynn University Educational Trip Journey of Distinction: The Magnificent Orient 9-25 13 9th Annual frank
fall Semester Classes Begin

In(o, Jgllrz@Jynn.edu or (561) 237-782 J

The Christine Room Opens

18

Robino, Jr. Memorial Golf Classic

Deer Cleek (ountTy Club
proceeds ben('(lr the Lynn University SchololshlP Flmd
Irr(o. pgallo@lynnedlJ Or (561) 237-7825

------------------O-c-t-o- b- e-r- t 18 lynn University 20th Annual Ball- "Carnaval"
Block Tie Gulf) to
the L)IIln UnrlefSJty Scholarship Fund
de Hoemle
and Culrwdl Center
Study Outreach Day- No Classes 9
$200/person Inlil')g/il2@Jynnedli or (56 1) 237-7823
bene~t

~rorts

Dively foundation's frontiers in Globalization luncheon
o
-=>
N

12 19 Concert-

With nationally acclaimed pollster John Zogby
12 Noon. Green Center, $40 per luncileon lecwre or $140 (or lundJeon lecrore serres.

InfQ: (561) 237-7798

Concert-Conservatory of Music Season Opening,
featuring our orchestra, The lynn Phil harmonia

13 22-26 Thanksgiving Recess

730 PM, Milller Pork Amphltheurer. Boca Rol.On
In(rJ MUSIC Ticket Of/ire--{56I) 999-1377

rreeAdmr~lon

Midnight Madness- Basketball Season Kick-Off

13

10:00 PM, de I-Ioemle Spores and Culwral CenLet.lnfo: (561 ) 237-72 71

Air Ascension- Virtual Skydiving

'I

Pre-holiciny shopplllg bazaar, lundleon ond Saks Fifth Avenue f05h,on show to
benefi rhe Exeall/wl SooeCy Endo'l/ed Scholorship Fund
10:30 AM, Lynn Student Cemel
In(oeelk@YnnedJ.1 0 1 (561) 237·7982

December

24 8

5:00 to 6.30 PM

Excalibur Society General Membership luncheon-Celebrity Interviews 25
FootiJI'inll Ar/ere Herson, host o( 'The Alene Herson Show"
I 1.30 AM The Henke \lYing, de Hoemle merna/lOnOi Center.
Info,eeII<@lYIi i1 .edu or (56 1) 23 7-7982

Marymount College Reunion Dinner

29 Excalibur Extravaganza

18 ...-----------------------

11 -5 PM FreIburger Lawn. Info kshehan@lynn.e<1u r (561) 237·71

Homecoming Kick-Off Barbecue

fantasia on Strings, featuring the lynn Chamber Strings

4. 00 PM. The Armonick-Goldstelll Themer, Trd<el.S: $22.
Ir1(0. MIJSrc TICket Offlce-(Sol ) 999-4]77

KOR Gala

8:00 PM, Holiday Inn nckelS are available 01 !he Student Govemment Associauon.
Info. (561 ) 237-715

9 Concert-

4

"Great" Symphonies, featuring The lynn Philharmonia

7.30 Pi\1. Olym pIC Heights PerformIng Arts Theater. Boca Raton
T;ckt;ls $22. Info. /vlusicTICke/ Office-(56 I) 999-~ ]77

26 14 lynn University Alumni

With special guest Gly Councilwoman Susan Hayme
6:30 PM, The CI1nstine Roof'l. ln(o Pllollo@/ynn,edll or (561) 23 7-7825

Holiday Reception

6.3 0 ~ Ii, Th Ci)nstlne Room.
In(o' pg(Jllo@)/~ecJu Of (5b I) 237-7825

27 15 fall Semester Classes End
15 The Christine Room Closes
Concert-featuring Conservatory Alumni, The Vega String Quartet 27
730 PM, The Henke Wing, de Hoenle Inremabonol ( "nl r
15 Breakfast with Santa
TrckelS: $25. 111(0: MuSIC Ticket Office-{56 I) 999··'l.l77

lynn University Honors Convocation, Academic Achievement Awards

Srude r Center Audlrorlum

1---------------------
J anuary
9.00 ANI, Lynn Student Center Audlcorrum

lynn University Weekend

27-29

Families Weekend/Alumnt Homecomrng/Adml~lons Op n House
In(o.' (877) 326-5966

17 Dively foundation's

frontiers in Globalization luncheon

With former White House correspondent Helen Thomas
i 2 '''oon Green Cemer; $40 per i(mci1eon iecw,e or S140 (or Iklncheon lecru''e ~rie5 .
111(0:(5 6 1) 2 7-7798

20 An

Evening with Peter Nero, featuring Peter Nero and his Trio Uazz)

7 JO PM, The ilrmomckGCJtdsteln Theater
l icke~s: , 50-$7S Info. lv'iUSIc Ticket 0 lice-(56I) 999· ,13 77

27 Mozart's Birthday Concert, featuring our Conservatory Artist-faculty
7: 30 PM. The ArmanlCk Gold5reln Theater Tickets $4 0 $60.
Info. MUSIC Ticket O{fice-{561) 999 437 7

1-7154

'aganza, Featuring The Lynn Philharmonia
RatDn nckets: $22
usicncket Olfice--(56 I} 999-13 77

'J

. Memorial Golf Classic
, SchofCllshlp Fur1(j

7825

Ball- "Carnaval"
Jniversiqr ScholarshIp Fund
ter
. (56 I} 237-78J3

:s. Featuring the Lynn Chamber Strings
e<lter. Tickers. $22.

'1-1]77

on and Saks Flfih Avenue f(lshion show to
ed Scholarship Fund.
782

1lfable or the Swdent Government AssocrGUon.

Featuring The Lynn Phil harmonia
lP' Arts Theater. Boca ROlon
~(561 )

999..1t 377

lay Reception
7825

orium

in Globalization Luncheon
es-pondent Helen Thomas
lcheon lecrure or $140. (or luncheon lecture series.

Featuring Peter Nero and his Trio Oazz)
earer
)ffice- (56 1.) 999..1t377
~aturing

our Conservatory Artist-Faculty

'eater TK.ker:s: $4 0-$60.
).4377
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Room Music .. . Cont. from page 11

the audience subsided. As I stopped the
watch at exactly 4'33" and stood up to
take my bow, the audience broke into
thunderous applause and cheers. Some
of this enthusiasm comes from the
realization thal they, the audience, were
the central part of the performance.

Their participation allows the performeJ

to serve as a medium through which the
message of the composer is interpreted
for them. In 4'33", the trinity of the
creator (composer) , recreator
(performer), and reCipient (audience) is
crystallized.
Listening to the 'room music ' made all
over the world in city streets, in homes ,

in schools or concert halls reveals a raw
glimpse of life as it truly occurs, of
people as they really live. While many
people watch and see the world, I also
listen and hear it. Music is my passport.
It presents me with the opportunity to

travel and experience cultures in a
fashion distinct from that of the typical
tourist. Meeting the teachers and
families of my Chinese students has
deepened my understanding and
affection for them and has given me an
appreciation of their rootS that only a

IN MEMORIAM
FrankA. Robino,Jr.
Frank A. RolJino, Jr., was tI memher 0/ tbe
Board ojTrustees o/l,ynT! University since
1':)71 until his untimely death ill February
0/ this yew:
Friend and bene/ac/or, he was a strong,
quiet force behi/ld the gmwth 0/ the
University M,: Robino's steadfast support o.f
l,ynn and its vision had a sigllificant
impact Oil the institution's development
and future direction.
In recognitio.n of bis commitment to the
Universi~J; Mr. Roblno was the recipi('1It 0/
the Meritorlus Service Award in 1972 and
was granted an h01/Orary J)octm' of l.aws
Frank A . Robino, Jr. and
in 1990.
Presidem Ross.
An avid golfer, he generously supported the
annual golf classic wbicb raises scboltirshijJ funds fiJr ~yml [/niversio' students. 111 1997,
President Ross and tbe Board of Trustees named tbe annual event the "Fmnk A. Robino, Jr.
Men's and Women's Golf aassic" ill 1111: Ro/Jino 's honm: President Ross has said, "Fmnk was
very proud of tbls school, as be believed /lery firm~J' 11/ tbe value (if education and ill
ensuring tbat elJery young person have tbe opportunity to pursue his or bel' dreams."
During bis elilogy for Mr. Robino, President Ross concluded, 'Lind, while it may appeur
somew/)at il7appropriate, I am going to ask Almigh~)' God for one favor for Fmllk. If, (IS
some claim, there are greal golf courses in heaven, pleuse, please let Frank get a ho.le in one
so tbat he will have something to talk ubout fiJI' a/l of eternity"

first-hand encounter can ensure.

Bernard L. Cohen
Bernard I.. Coben (Bernie)
served on /be HOllrd of
Overseers of 1.JlllIl University
for mtll~J' years. He. along
with his Wife Berte, IVUS a
glofJal t/'(l/leler and ellj(~)led
disa)1J(~ing tIJe di/Jersily of
tlle world's mtm)' CIIIlIlTl!S aud
delighted In sbui'illg his
adventures witb others.
His 100Ie of tbe world and its
people prompted him to
Berte and Bernie Cohen.
establish The Cohen
hlle1'llatiol/al House on Lynn
University's campu.s. 71)e Cohell intematlo.llal House provides
opportunities for aI/ stlldents to i1lteract with others from
arolllld the globe alld creates all erll'imTl1l1el1t to excballge
ideas, promote globalleafiersbijJ, alld establisb I({elong
frielldsbijJs.

[Roberta Rust is a Pro fessor and Artist-Faculty 0
Piano at the Conserva tory of Music at Lynn
University. She began he r care e r as a concert
so loist with the Houston Symphony at age 16
and since then has given numerous
performances around the globe . Hailed by ThE
New York Times as "a powerhouse of a pianist,
Dr. Rust served as Artistic Ambassador for the
United Sta tes and rece ived grants and prizes
from the Nation al En dowment for the Arts and
th e Organization of American States.] @

M,: Cohen was also an accomplished artist. His beautiful

getting textbooks to students in

watercolnrs, dejJictillg tl1e many countries be bas visited,
grace not only The Cuben interllational House, but mar~v of
tbe offices at Lynll Vni/lersity They serve as a pie([san/
reminder of tbe wonderjill stories he told (if his travels.
We are thankfrtl fiJr having knowll "Bemie" and apjJreciate
wbat he has done to promote tbe international dispo~·itton (if
Lynn University We exteTld our heartfelt sympathy to. Mrs.
Cohen. His imjJisb smile, twinkling eyes and corny jokes are
greatly missed.

Romania, I would welcome the

Traveling ... Cont. from page 13
Should any student or student
organization wish to discuss a project f(

opportunity to explore the possibilities.
It is typical for the Romanian professo
to go into a classroom, sit down and rea
his/her notes for the class period and
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Room Music ... Cont. from page 11

leave at the end of the period without

from 4:30 to 6:30 in the evening. During

the audience subsided. As 1 stopped the

any interaction with the students. As a

the week, lottery tickets are sold on the

result, Romanian students seem

streets throughout the country. Tht:

watch at exactly 4'33" and stood up

to

to

take my how, the audience broke into

genuinely appreciate their inclusion in

tickets are gathered and brought to the

thunderous applause and cheers. SQl11e

the learning process, as well as a

television studio. Through various

of this enthusiasm comes from the

professor who learns their names. In

means , tickets art: tht:n cilOsen and the

realization that they, the audience, were

addition to teaching, I participated in

winners are called during the program.

the central part of the performance.

several activities that would not typically

Bingo's popularity reflects a sad reality

Their participation allows the performer

be available to me in my capacity as a

about the country: for so many of the

to serve as a medium through which the

professor in the United States. I learned

people, this is their only hope of the

message of the composer is interpreted

flrst-hand about various aspects of the

"gooe! life."

for them . In 4'33", the trinity of the

Romanian political system when I had

creator (com poser), recreator

dinner with a former Prime Minister of

can deeply affect one 's thinking ane!

(performer), and recipient (audience) is

Romania. In addition, I met With

allow a person

crystallized.

representatives of the Ministry of

criticality of a larger frame of reference.

Education to discuss educational reform

Clearly, an international experience is

over the world in city streets, in homes,

in Romania and had the opportunity to

benefidal to not only the educator, but

in schools or concert halls reveals a raw

consult with tbe Romanian Agency for

also to the students with whom the

glimpse of life as it truly occurs, of

Development, an organization that was

experiences are shared. ~

Listening to the 'room music' made all

people as they really live. While many
people watch and see the world, I also
listen and hear it. Music is my passport.
It presents me with the opportunity to

travel and experience cultures in a
fashion distinct from that of the typical
tourist. Meeting the teachers and
families of my Chinese students has
deepened my understanding and
affection for them and has given me an
appreciation of their roots that only a
first-hand encounter can ensure.

L. Cohen

Cohen (Bemie)
be Board of
., I:vnn llnivet"Sity
em·s. He, along
fe Berte, was a
>fer and enjoyed
tbe diversit)1 of
man)' culll/res and
. sharill!( Ilis
Iwitl.? othet"S.
the wurld ami its
~Pted i.?im to
Berte and Bernie Cohen
reCoben
la l HOl/se on Lynn
campus. The Cohen International House protlldes
s for all students to interact with otbers from
globe and creates an environment to exchange
ate global leadel"Si.?ip, and estahllslJ lifelong

I

~

vas also all accomplisbed artist. His beautiful
~ depicting tbe many countries be has ltlsited,
~~)1 71Je Cohen lntemational /louse, but many of
It Lynn Ullillersit)'. They St't'tJe as a pleasant
tbe wondel1ul stories be told of his trallels.
lkful for having known "Bemie" and appreciate
kdone to promote the international disposition of
~sity. We extend our beart/elt sympatby to Mrs.
[impiSb smile, twinkling eyes and comy jokes are
;ed.

I
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[Ro berta Rust is a Professor and Artist-Faculty of
Piano at th e Co nse rva to ry of Music at Lynn
University. Sh e b e gan he r ca ree r as a concert
soloist with th e Ho usto n Sym p ho ny at age 16
and since th e n has g iven num ero us
performan ces around th e g lobe. Haile d by Th e
New Yo rk Times as "a powerh o use of a p ianist,"
Dr. Rust served as Artistic Ambassador fo r th e
Un ited States a nd received gra nts a nd prizes
from the N ational Endowment for the Arts and
the Organization of American States.} ®

Knowlee!ge of other people and places
to

appreciate the

Bus iness management professor Ralph No rcio

lds a BS and a MS from Ge orge to wn
It is ~~p,ical for the ho
Unive rsity, a MBA from Corn ell an d a PhD. from
Ro.,..~niiuf' professor to Uni o n Institute. He is also a Ce rtified Pub lic
tant, a Certified Man agem e nt Accountant
t6 a II classroom, Aa ndccoaunCertifie
g O'''iW
d Finan cial Manager. He has b een
I.; "1\
teaching a t Lynn Un ive rsity for 10 years a nd
sit down ' and read recently re turn ed from a Fulbright Scho larship in
his/her~notes:::for the Ro m an ia. 
· I!..J Lr='
3' I
cIass perlOu
all~i eave
at the end of the HIGH um
I

peri6d}:J~without

interactf~,)~ ~with

DgfROMTHE TRA It

any
the

students.
particularly instructive in learning about
the Romanian economy.
Day to day living in Bucharest was

Highlights ... Cont. from page 7
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this spring.
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Led by transfers Carrie Bielecki and
Amanda Prokop , the Knights posted
several big wins, including a 3-2 defeat of
perennial power Barry University and a

daily experiences. As previously

9-2 win over Saint Leo, an NCAA playoff

mentioned, Romania is a poor country

team. Bielecki set every Lynn pitching
record with a 17-17 record and a 1.86

money and food. Usually these people

earned run average, while Prokop led the

Traveling ... Cont. from page 13

fall into three categories: the elderly, the

team \vith a .337 batting average and 15

Should any student or student

handicapped and children. It was

doubles.

organization wish to discuss a project for

particularly disheartening to see such

Junior Valerie Cardinale was named

getting textbooks to students in

young children having to makt: do for

second team All-Sunshine State

Romania, I would welcome the

themselves.

Conference after hitting .251 with a

It is typical for the Romanian professor

'"

~"'

first two years, recorded a 26-28 record

obviously quite different from m)' typical

One small observation made perhaps

~
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and there are many people begging for

opportunity to explore the possibilities.
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league-high seven home runs . With the

the deepest impact on me. The most

loss of just one everyday player, the

to go into a classroom, sit down and read

popular television show in Romania is

Knights are ready

his/her notes for the class period and

Super Bingo. It airs each Sunday night

conference championship in 2001. ~
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fight for a
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dinner of chicken and vegelable~ ,
and followed with dancing. "My
favorite part of the night wa~
watching the seniors and students
dance ," said Mike Vigil '0 I, Student
Government Association President

Up'til
Dawn 2000:
O h, what a
nigh t! The final
g roup who m anaged
to stay up all n ight.

Elect. "The seniors were nervous at first,
but they ended up having a great timt'."
For senior citizens attending the prom,
the evening st'rvt'd as an occasion to get

.S
01

c:

all dressed up. Families of seniors
brought in suit~ and party dresse~ for the
elders to wear, and some senior party

' ~

ii
11>

Q.

o
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By Lauren Scicolone '02

On March 30,2000, students, staff and
residents joined together to host Lynn's
Senior Prom. However, thi~ senior prom
was held not for seniors at Lynn
University, but for the senior citizens of
the Heartland Nursing Home in Boca
Raton. Thirty senior citizens and 30
students attended the event, which was
organized by volunteers from Lynn
Univensity's Hospitality Club and
Residence Hall Association (IU IA).
Senior Prom, which was held in the de

an annllal event at Lynn."

®

LYNN 1:}'NIVERSIrr¥
MaSTS UP'TIL DAWN
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By Amali Seneviratne '00

"Up'til Dawn " is a philanthropic

events and activities contributed to the
impressive monetary total. As the datt' for
Up 'til Dawn became closer, the campus

country have joined the hospital to help
keep Danny Thomas' dream alive by
raising money for children with cancer.

countdown banner added to the
festivities.
On March 24, the 12-hour celebration

said Senior Prom attendee Dorothy
Nivakoff. "I am enjoying the changt' of

Efforts to raise money commence months
prior to the actual event, as teams of

started at 6 p.m. Up'til Dawn began with
a patient's story and a video of St ,Jude

scene.ry, and I am so happy about lhe
party and being able to attend."
Matt Siovodkin '02 , who helped organize

students and staff members conjure up
creative and intriguing ideas to
accumulate their Up'til Dawn participant

Children's Research Hospital. This
combined presentation reminded us why
we had put endless efJort into the project

the event, was Nivakoffs escort. "This is
an excellent opportunity for us to be
involved in the community. It is so great
to spend time with the people from the

entry fees. The year-long process of
fundraising unites the campus and the

and incorporated a sense of self~
satisfaction and pride into the event. The
program continued with live, entertaining

Heartland NurSing Home and get them
around young people," he said.
Marcia COuitt, the administrator of the
Heartland NurSing Home, was on hand to
assist the seniors. "It's nice for them to get
out and recognize that they arc still a part
of the community," she said .
The evening was summed up by Kenny
Hendrickson , Director of Residence Lik,

community with tremendous uplifting
spirit. The entire event i~ spearheaded by
students and therefore provides an
opportunity to accumulate valuable
practical knowledge through committee
planning and execution of the event work.
Most importantly, we ~'{pcrience the gift
of giving.
In Fall 1999, Lynn University
commenced planning IIp'til Dawn with a
dedicated , 12-student executive board.

Since this was the first year for Lynn
University to host the event, there was a
great deal of antiCipation and anxiety
amongst the members. Nevertheless, we
maintained our confidence and
enthusiasm. Huge hanners and a variety of
flyers were posted all over the campus.

---- --------

pizza and hotd.ogs in the dormitories,
campus carnivals open to the community,
festive competitions and many more

atmosphere grew exhilarating. A team
spirit point banner and an Up'til Dawn

Hoernle International Center from 6 p.m.
to 8 p .m. in the evening, ~tarted off with

Senior Prom p artygoers, including
stude nt Jim Huber '03.

Karaok e was just one o f the m any activitie s students
p articipa te d in to stay awake d uring Up'til Dawn.

extravaganza benet1ting St..Jude Children's
Research Hospital. Universities around the

goers even got their hair done. "We
didn 't have prom~ , so this is exciting,"

SenIor Prom benefits
all generations.

who said, "This was the fIrst year this
unique Senior Prom was put on, and it
was incredibly successful. It will become

Sen io r Pro m in March .

show~

from an illusionist and a comedian.
In addition , there was a "morale dance "
choreographed by the executive board
members and two swing-dancing
instructors to keep the energy and
rhythm flowing throughout the evening.
All sorts of food and games helped keep
students content and awake until dawn.
Lynn University raised an astounding
$24,300 for St.Jude Children 's Research
hospital, money that will help St. ,1ude
continue its life-saving research and
treatment. Currently the hospital is
researching cures and medicines for
more life-threatening illnesses, including
cancer. Up'til Dawn at Lynn University

There "vas a buzz building about the
event, :U1c1 soon there was interest from

was an impressive success and we look
fOlward to hosting it again in 2001. An
executive board is in the process of being

the student hotly. More than 80 students
raised money for the cause and almost all
the studellt~ at Lynn University

formed and all students are encouraged to
he a part of this exciting and vital event.
It is detlnitely a wonderful feeling to

participated in the enticing fundraising
activities. Car washes, canning, selling

know that you are helping to save a
child 's life.

®

A LETTER FROM THE EXCALIBUR
SOCIETYPRESIDENT, Haydeh Pullen
who said, "This was the first year this
unique Senior Prom was put on , and it
was incredibly successful. It will become
an annual event at Lynn."

®
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By Amali Seneviratne '00

"Up 'til Dawn" is a philanthropic
extravagan.za benefiting St.Jude Children's
Research lIospital. Universities around the
cOlin try have joined the hospital to help
keep Danny Thomas' dream alive by
raising money for children with cancer.
Efforts to raise money commence months
prior to the actual event, as teams of
students and staff members conjure up
creative and intriguing ideas to
accumulate their Up'til Dawn participant
entry fees. The year-long process of
fundraising unites the campus and the
community with tremendous uplifting
spirit. The entire event is spearheaded by
students and therefore provides an
opportunity to accumulate valuable
practical knowledge through committee
planning and execution of the event work .
Most importantly, we experience the gift
of giving.
In Fall 1999, Lynn University
commenced planning Up'ti1 Dawn with a
dedicated , l2-stuclent executive board.
Since this was the first year for Lynn
University to host the event, there was a
great deal of anticipation and anxiety
amongst the members. Nevertheless, we
maintained our confidence and
enthusiasm . Huge banners and a variety of
flyers were posted all over the campus.
There was a buzz building about the
event, and soon there was interest from
the student body. More than 80 students
raised money for the cause and almost all
the students at Lynn University
participated in the enticing fundraising
activities. Car washes , canning, selling

e , when education is the cause celebre of the main political
parties,it must be very rewarding for the members of the Excalibur Sodety
Karaoke was just one o( the many activities studen t s
partiCipated in to stay awake duri ng Up 'til Dawn.

pizza and hotdogs in the dormitories,
campus carnivals open to the community,
festive competitions and many more
events and activities contributed to the
impressive monetary total. As the date for
Up 'til Dawn became closer, the campus
atmosphere grew exhilarating. A team
spirit point banner and an Up'til Dawn
countdown banner added to the
festivities .
On March 24, the 12-hour celebration
started at 6 p.m. Up'til Dawn began with
a patient's story and a video of St Jude
Children's Research Hospital. This
combined presentation reminded us why
we had put endless effort into the project
and incorporated a sense of self
satisfaction and pride into the event. The
program continued with live, entertaining
shows from an illusionist and a comedian.
In addition , there was a "morale dance "
choreographed by the executive board
members and two swing-dancing
instructors to keep the energy and
rhythm flowing throughout the evening.
All sorts of food and games helped keep
students content and awake until dawn.
Lynn University raised an astounding
$24,300 for St.jmle Children's Research
hospital , money that will help St.Jude
continue its life-saving research and
treatment. Currently the hospital is
researching cures and medicines for
more life-threatening illnesses, including
cancer. Up 'til Dawn at Ly11l1 University
was an impressive success and we look
forward to hosting it again in 2001. An
executive board is in the process of being
formed aocl all students arc encouraged to
be a part of this exciting and vital event.
It is definitely a wonderful feeling to
know that you are helping to save a
child 's life.
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participate in such a worthwhile

C.IUSC'.

to

By helping to provide scholarships, we

recognize the excellence of the students we choose and , in doing so, further
their quest for knowledge, ultimately prep'lring them to make valuable
contributions to society. The great 19th century educator Herbert Spencer
probahly foresaw the development of seats of learning such as Lynn University
when he said that education'S primary objective is the formation of character.
Certainly this epitomizes the aims of the Excalibur Society, couplecl with the
spirit of the gre'clt visionary and philanthropist Cecil Rhodes, whose aim was to
strengthen the tics between peoples through scholarship and education . Toward
these end'!, we play our small part with enthusiasm and dedication.
Now to the work of our sOdety. The Board has been working to arrange
what we hope will be a very interesting and stimulating series of programs. We
are fortunate in having Mrs. Christine Lynn as the Chair, Mrs. Linda Melcer as Co
Chair and Countess Henrietta de Hoernle as our Honorary Chair of this year's
much anticipated Excalibur Extravaganza on Wednesday, November 29, 2000.
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Saks Fifth Avenue has generously agreed to stage a fashion show on our behalf;

~<1l

~

the Board is most anxious for as many members as possible to provide support
to make it a great success.
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Tht.' speakers for our monthly progrclms have been chosen with care and we
hope memhers will tlnd them enjoyable. Please write the luncheon dates in your
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book and try not to miss them. I am personally looking forward to your

~

s·

participation and will be
delighted to welcome you

<0

S

to

our meetings.
Lastly, please let me know
if YOll have any suggestions

that will help improve
ourselves and strengthen
the Society.
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SOCIETY

199~-2000

- By Elysa Elk, Director of Major Gifts and Volunteer Organizations
With President Carolyn Dencker's leadership, The Excalibur Society
had a busy 1999-2000 year. The Excalibur Society selected freshman

President .......
First Vice Pre
Second Vice
Recording Se
Correspondin
Directors ......

Nichelle Eicher as the "Excalibur Endowed Scholar." Nichelle has a 4.0
grade point average and is studying Elementary Education at Lynn . In
addition to Nichelle, the Excalibur Society awarded scholarships to
students in the College of Continuing Education and Professional
Studies; scholarship recipients Shane Searchwell, Patricia Redrow, and
Donna Garvin each addressed the Excalibur General Membership to
express their gratitude and explain how the Society has impacted their
lives.
The monthly
SU)(,flf,..~I>iIJ Olllif Jmlll "'flIRt>
general membership luncheons were packed with familiar faces, and we
were pleased to also welcome many new friends, Our guest speakers
included Randall Murray, Wine Editor of

The Boca

Raton News; Muriel Siebert, the first woman on the
New York Stock Exchange; and well-known television
chef and personality, Mr, Food,

'">QI

More than 200 guests eager for a day of holiday
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u

QI

shopping packed Lynn University's Student Center

f}
Qj

for the 7th Annual Excalibur Extravaganza on

"

,u,: rood

ami RlIJllltJlI J\f/l"'~~H Iclflt!
e\ S, u'ere
jellllllY!ti ,(!,u(!Sf.\ llt li\'ct/f/vllr Stlefel}1
c,'ef/L'/'{// Mf'/Ill!t',· 1/111 f./II/C/lt'fII1S last yetiI'

Wednesday, November 10, 1999,

editor at The 1\(Jca Raton

Chaired by Linda Melcer and Penny Graf, this
elegant event featured a shopping spree among
more than a dozen vendors with unique gifts and

merchandise. Following lunch, guests were treated to a fantastic runway fashion show coordinated by Bobbi Dean, whose models
charmed the audience with fabulous designs from area boutiques and shops, Florence Bourg was recognized as posthumous
honorary chair. The Excalibur Extravaganza is the primary fundraiser of the Excalibur Society, raising thousands of dollars for
scholarships each year.

c

"Lynn University is a unique l
We found out just how unique
enroUed at Lynn in the faU of 1.
beginning we were always ma~
of the "Lynn family." During Ji
Lynn, we had the opportunity t
administration, the faculty anti
relaxed atmosphere that allow
understand what Lynn is aU al;
other parents who felt the sam
began the SOCiety ofFamilies. 1

The Excalibur Society also organized two fund raising trips this year: a
trip to see the critically-acclaimed musical" Jekyll & Hyde" at the
Broward Center and a fun-filled walking tour and shopping trip in South
Beach.
Membership in the Excalibur Society demonstrates a commitment to
education. To date, the SOCiety has raised $355,000 in an endowed
fund , The
group continues
to raise money
to enable
students who
otherwise would
not have the

li.vculilJlJr 1/J(Jlllhl't' BettI' ( umpulII Wid bel' bu,~batul Jim
.,IIt/fIIlillg {It (b,' I')')!J 1:\,(,,/111111' J::'r/'~It~/;''Im:m.

opportunity to further their education at Lynn University, Membership is
$100 annually or $1,000 to become a life member and is fully tax
deductible, To become a member or to purchase a membership, as a gift
for a friend, loved one, or in honor of a birthday or anniversary, please call

561/237-7982. ~

Involved parents like the Hannifans
Society of Families several years ago a
parents to become more involved wit
The Society of Families provides a lin]
University whether you have a studen
at Lynn or a Lynn University graduate.
University publications and dialogue ~
Administration and faculty, The Sociel

EXCALIBUR SOCIETY
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2000-2001

President ............... ......................... ... ................... .... ............. ..... ..Haydeh Pullen
First Vice President - Ways & Means Chair .. .. .. .. .. .......... ... ..... ...... Linda Melcer
Second Vice President - Membership Chair .... ...... ... .. .... ............. Regina Veno
Recording Secretary ........ .. .....,................................ .............. ... ......... Zam Kane
Corresponding Secretary ... ..... .... ............................. ................... .... Sally Shutt
Directors .......... Adele Barrett, Rosemary Cook, Barbara Fox, Colleen Hannifan

and Volunteer Organizations
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were packed with familiar faces, and we

llany new friends. Our guest speakers

mdall Murray, Wine Editor of The Boca

's; Muriel Siebert, the first woman on the

itock Exchange; and well-known television

arsonality, Mr. Food.

,n 200 guests eager for a day of holiday

lacked Lynn University's Student Center
Annual Excalibur Extravaganza on

f, November 10, 1999.

ry Linda Melcer and Penny Graf, this
Lnt featured a shopping spree among
rdozen vendors with unique gifts and

Members of the Excalipur .society's 2000-2001 Board of Directors;
Back row: Regina VettO; linda Meleer, Sally Shutt and Colleen
Hann i/an ; Fronr (ow: Haydeh puller' <Ind Adelll Barrelt.

I'dinated by Bobbi Dean, whose models
~ rg was recognized as posthumous

~, raising thousands of dollars for

at Lynn University. Membership is
a life member and is fully taxor to purchase a membership, as a gift
a birthday or anniversary, please call

TY OF FAMILIES

University is a unique institution.
We found out just how unique when our son
enroUed at Lynn in thefall of 1989. From the
beginning we were always made to feel a part
ofthe "Lynnfamily." DuringJim's time at
Lyn~ we had the opportunity to meet the
administration, the faculty and the staff in a
relaxed atmosphere that allowed us truly to
understand what Lynn is all about. Along with
other parents who felt the same way, we
began the Society of Families. When our son

graduated in 1993, we remained part of the
organization. Luckily for us, our daughter
also chose to attend Lynn and graduated in
1997. Having the benefit of both of our
children receiving a fine education, we remain
committed to Lynn University and to its Society
of Families. We hope you wiU join us to give
to otherfamilies what Lynn has so generously
given to us.

Involved parents like the Hannifans founded the
Society of Families several years ago as a means for
parents to become more involved with Lynn University.
The Society of Families provides a link with Lynn
University whether you have a student currently studying
at Lynn or a Lynn University graduate. Through
University publications and dialogue with the
Administration and faculty, The Society of Families will

keep parents informed about the academic and social
environment of Lynn University.
As a Lynn University parent, gr,m<.lparent, or alumni
parent, you can become a member ofThe Society of
Families with a tax-deductible contribution of $100
annually or $500 for a lifetime membership. All monies
raised through the SOCiety of Families support
scholarship endowment and the annual fund. For more
information call Elysa Elk at (561) 237-7982. @

~~Lynn

BI/IT)' (/lIt/plllll lIlId her IlIIsbimd Jim
//llh" J ~'JfJ I:'l:t'il/ib/lr £vlrul'Ug/II/ZiI.

SOC

- John and Colleen Hannifan, Founding Members
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• Dr. Yilichi ShiollOYII, Vice Presidellt,
Illterulltiollill Research IlIStitute of
Heilltb alld Welfllre, TokJ1o,japall
• Mr. Akira Ki/amurll, Director ofHellli
llIld Welfare,jnpnll E.v temnl Trade
Orgll1liznliOIl, lOlldon

"IIERE 'filE "OKLD C())IES 'fO VISI'I'

-----

• Russiall AmbaSSlldor H.E.
E,Jguffli Nickolaevich MikhililQfI
• Dr. T. P. Hllrdimall Chairmllll,
Illtemnliollnl Trellsury Services,
IBM Ire/alld Ltd.
• SlVedish Ambassador H.E. Peler OSVIlIt/
• US. Ambllssador H.E. ,'lichaelj. SlIlIiva

• Korenll Amba.~sndor to Ire/mill
H.E. Ki Ho Chang
American College DUblin has also
hOsted the Wives of Israeli , Austrian ,
Cypriot, Portuguese, french, German
and Czech Ambassadors, ~

"'--b-'

~'_

• b
. Sprmg
. Se mester Ab road students du ring a visit to American College Dublin in March 2000.
E Michael
J. _.....
Su I/ivan , picture d with
The U.S . Am "lisa d or, H..

The Kotean Ambassador
visits the Oscar Wilde House.
On EridaY,June 9, H,E, Ki Ho

ynn University'S affiliate campus

historical value, the College is often a "must-see"

in ii-eland, the American College

destination tor visiting dignitaries,

Dublin (ACD), not only attracts
dynamic students through its

In the past few months, several distinguished men
and women from around the globe have visited

Study Abroad Program , it also draws prestigious

American College Dublin to meet With College

visitors from around the globe,
The recent reStoration of the Oscar \V'i1de House,

Administrators, Deans and students, Recent guests
have included:

Chang, Ambassador of Korea to
Ireland, met With Jong Tae Park and
other Summer Semester stuuents at
American College DUblin, The
Ambassador addressed a class of
stuuents in the International BUSiness
program and disclissed Korea's

poet Oscar Wilde's chjldhood home, has raised

• Chinese AllIbasslldor to Irellmd H.E. Zballg Xiaokallg

American College Dublin's visibility in Ireland as an

• Ambassador

important historical site. for its edUcational and

• jllpallese AmlJllsslldor to Ire/tmd H.E. Kllzllko Yokoo

~rRomallill H.E. Camlelll/tiallil Blirlacil

cllrrent trading position in the Irish
market, as well as the summit in
Pyongyang between leaders of South
and North Korea,

@

LYNN UNIVERSfrv IS PART-OF THE

• Dr. Ylllcbl Sbionoya, Vice President,
Ittlematil)nal ReseflrclJ Itlslilule oj
Heflltb and Welfare, Tokyo,japan
• Mr. Akira Kitamura, Director ojHealtb
alld Welfare,japlln E.,·lernal Trade
OrgallizatiOlI, Lolldon

;I'f

• Russian Ambassador H.E.
Ellgllelli Nickolaellicb MiklJailOlJ
• Dr. T. P. Hardimall ClJa'irlllall.,
International TreasllIJ' Services,
IBM Irelalld Lid.
• SwedislJ Ambassadol' H.E. Peter Osva/d
• U.S. Ambllssador H.E. MiclJaelj. Sulfivall
• KOl'ean Ambassador to Ireland
H.E. Ki Ho Cbang

American College Dublin has also
hosted the wives of Israeli, Austrian ,
Cypriot, Portuguese, Frenci1, German
and Czech Ambassadors.

@

WORLD

OF INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE!

On November 24, 1999, Lynn University became designated as a sponsor of the
Exchange Visitor ProgrJm, known as the J-Visa Program.
So what does this mean for Lynn University'
Lynn University operates exchange programs with affiliate schools such as American
College Dublin in Ireland; however, these programs are considered internal study
abroad opportunities. The Exchange Visitor Program will be considered external,
because it is formally recognized by the United States Department of State with
regulations that govern the program. In past years, a few Lynn students have studied
for a semester at a university overseas with special. permission from University
Administration. However, the J-Visa designation will be the University's first major
step coordinating formal educational exchange for Lynn students and faculty.
As a sponsor, Lynn's objective will be to increase mutual understanding between
the people of our campus community, local community and the people of other
countries. Approximately 7';0 colleges and schools participate in the Exchange
Visitors Program. Lynn University has been approved for two categories: student
exchange and short-term scholar exchange, which is limited to a period of up to six
months. Once the exchanges have been established, Lynn will welcome additional
visiting international students, faculty and new foreign scholars onto its campus.
Heciprocity is a primary component of the Visitor Exchange Program and the
clement which sets it apart from other study abroad options Lynn offers; Lynn
students and faculty will study or teach at the university with whom Lynn University
is exchanging. Through this sponsorship, Lynn as an institution has a greater
opportunity to contribute to the cultural and educational exchanges of people. The
Program introduces participants to a host country's society and cultural values,
political institutions, historical and contempordry arts/literature and historical
landmarks in the evolution of international relations.
Dr.Jennifer Gerz-Escandon has been appointed Director of the Center for
International Programs and Services at Lynn University effective Fall 2000. One of Dr.
Escandon's roles will be to establish relationships and develop agreements with
ulliversities overseas for the Exchange Visitor Program.
Ultimately, the designation as Visitor Exchange Program sponsor for student and short
term scholar exchange will further Lynn University's progress toward internationalization
and assist students in attaining their educatiOnal objectives. -Sheila Sheppard-Sciarra,
Assistant Director of the Center for International Programs & Services ~
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ng a visit to American Co llege Dublin in March 2000.

The Korean Ambassador
visits the Oscar Wilde House.
On Friday,Jnne 9, H.E. Ki Ho
Chang, Ambassador of Korea to

)lIege is often a "must-see "
dignitaries.
hs, several distinguished men

Ireland, met with JongTae Park and

LYNN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS INTERN
ALL OVER THE WORLD

11d the globe have visited

Ambassador addressed a class of

llin to meet with College

students in the International Business

and students. Recent guests

program and discussed Korea's
current trading position in the Irish

"'

-u''""
o
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Over 100 Lynn University undergraduate students completed summer internships
all over the world with many exciting companies. Here are a few examples:
New Yorlc, NY

Boston, MA

Boca Raton, FL

Dub'in, Ireland

Sam Van Allen

Brian Degan
(Business)

DanaSciaDi

David Taylor

(Fashion Design)
Hloomingdalcs
Management!
Merchandising

(Hospitality)
HaJ'<.'oun Hotel
Tminee

St. Georges, Bermuda

Marion Wilson
(Hospitality)
Gr.lIld Cayman Marriou
!leach Resort
Guest Service Agent

(Business)
P:tine Webher
Sales!Branch Umkemge
Imern

other Summer Semester students at
American College Dublin. The

-u

lJ.S. Allorney'~ office
Drug Task J~)J'<.'e

Christ Chun:h, Barbados

London, England

Jacqueline George

Enrique Avendano

(Hospitality)

Uiwrence Scott

(Business)

Elegant Resolt~

quoVI~1.1\ llmited
Marketing & S.ales

Human ResouJ'<.'es &
Activities

(Aviation Mar~tgement)
llermuda
Imemational Airport
Airport Operdlions

Istanbul, Turkey

Quebec. Canada

Adil Avunduk

Calile Haddad
(Hospitality)
Gasport Restaur.lIlt
Assistant Manager

(Hospitality)
Hyau Regency
Sales & Mari<eling

10 Irelaml H.E. Zballg X/llOkllltg

market, as well as the summit in

Boca Raton, FL

nia H.E. Cflrnten LilifllUi Burltlcu

Pyongyang between leaders of South

. 10 Ireland H.E. Kazuko Yokoo

and North Korea. ~

(Busine."s)
MBNA Mari<eting Systems
M3Jio;eting Coordinator

Matt Ovennann

Grand Cayman, aWl

Brazil

Lake Buena
Vista, FL

Jose Worcman

Christian Streit

Service Auxiliary

Le Bou9ainvil~ Flat

(HospiL~lity)

Walt Disney World
AUmctions
Cast Member

·1

Aiunzni Pr lie·
an McKinley 191
By Marci Tyldesley and Regina JQPpert '99

\Vallted: SomeOlle to score goals with tbe pressure (~f a
thousand faIlS screamil1g down jinln fbe stadium
stallds. Someone to dodge de/enders wbo challenge
witb tbei,. :,pikes up. Someone wbo can not 0111y
surtJiue, but excel througb tbe rigors 0/ coulltless
matcbes, bundreds o/grueling practices and many
long road tnps. Someone who will sign hundreds ot
autographs for adoring
/al1s Clnd relish euet:y
moment of it.
Okay, so this is not
your typical job
description . Rather,
these arc the pre
requisites for a
starting position on
anyone of the 12
Major League Soccer
teams in th.is
country. Lynn
University graduate
Ivan McKinley not
only applied , but
has risen to the
top of the field.
A member of
the class of 199 I ,
he majored in
marketing and was a
Ivan McKinley '91 two-time All-American for the Lynn University
soccer team where he lead the Fighting Knights to
the University's tirst NA1A National Championship in
1987. He also led the squad to two additional finals .
"Some of the fondest memories in my life are from
Lynn University," said Ivan. "Coach Wiggemansen and
Coach Church taught me a lot about dedication and
discipline."
Back then, McK.inley was one of the tlrst of many
South Africans to leave his country ami come to the
U.S. to play soccer for Lynn University. "Life in
America is sweet, my chinCl-lekker," said Ivan to a
South-African
of
fondest memories newspaper last year,
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using a word that most Lynn
students know now by

U NIVERSnY said Ivan.
'l

heart. "China" is slang
I
for "buddy" in
Afrikaan
English , so it
me a
is no surprise
Lynn students
hear it
everyday in the cafeteria, in class, or wherever the
South African student-athletes hang out on campus.
Ivan knew carlyon his first love was soccer, and
upon his graduation in '91 , he joined the Fort

"Coach Wiggemansen and Coach
Church taught
lot about

dedication and discipline."

Lauderdale Strikers. Looking to play on more
competitive terrain, he decided to enter the world of
international soccer and spent the following years
playing for top division clubs in England , Switzerland
and his native South Africa. After three successful
years abroad, he heard a profeSSional soccer league
was getting started in the United States and he set his
sights on returning to America.
Ivan madc soccer history as one of the tlrst players
drafted into Major League soccer. following the
inaugural seaSOIl, during which he played for the
"nllnpa Bay Mutiny, he was traded to the New England
Revolution. A fixture on the Revolution defense and a
charismatic personality both on and off the Held, Ivan
was a fan favorite in the Boston area.
,. I don 't think I'll ever gct used to Signing
autographs ," Ivan has said. "Whenever someonc asks
for me , my t1rst thought is that they've mistaken me
for someone else ."
Even though Ivan made a home for himself and his
family in the Northeast , it seems now he has found
his way back to the warmth oJ florida. He was
recently traded to the Miami Fusion, in a much
needed eft()rt to toughen up the team's defense.
"Ivan has th,1t sort of maturity and mentality that be
doesn 't take in any prisoners," says Fusion Coach Ray
Hudson . "There is hardness about his game. He'll
bring that element."
When not traveling with the team, preparing f(lI"
the next match or volunteering his time with youth
groups, Ivan keeps busy with his other full-time
position: fatherhood. lie and his wife have two
young boys who are also two of his biggest f;lI1s. "My
family has been so supportive of my career and my
hectic schedule," he says. "It 's an incredible feeling
knowing that they are in the stands at a home game
or watching on TV when I am on the road. It's nice
when your ttmily can take an active interest in your
career."
For Ivan, it is delightful to come back to the place
where he started a new life more than a decade ago.
"I like Florida. I've always wanted to come here."
To Ivan, everyone at Lynn warmly says, "Welcome
back, CbinCl!"

Faculf1L. S Iptli~ht:
~r

TeSSOr

O·ICk C0 hen
By Dr. Ma rsha Glines,

Dean of th ' Ross College of Educa tio n

Dick Cohen arrived at Lynn University in 199.3.
Since his J1rst days teaching Lynn education classes,
he has steadily added more responsibilities to his
typical IO-hour day ancl has become an active leader
on campus, in the education field and in the Boca
Raton community. Dr. Cohen is currently Chairman
of the Teacher Education program , Director of
Annenberg Challenge Grants and workshop facilitator
for teachers regionally and nationally.

An expe rt in educational simulations, D
makes yearly presentations at national co.
including the North American Simulation
Association and the National Social Scient
Association . He has served as Vice Chair
Lynn University Academic Council and se
National Social Science Association Board
Directors.
Recently, two local community progran
benefited from Dr. Cohen 's commitment 1
expertise in innovative teaching techniqu
curriculum development. In the past tw
years, Professor Cohen has received more
$50,000 in grant funding from The Leagw
Educational Awareness of the Holocaust, I
for the development of special classroom
for teaching about the Holocaust in the P
County School District . In addition , Dr. C.
director of the Florida Tutors Program, a l
effort with Palm Beach Atlantic CoUege al
Atlantic University \vhich provides middle
students in Boca Raton and West Palm Be;
college-age tutors.
For the past six years , Dr. Cohen has be
faculty at/visor for Best Buddies, an inteJ'n
organization that pairs Lynn University Stl
mentally handicapped adults in the Boca
community. He also serves as faculty co-;
Kappa Delta Pi , an international honors S(
organized to recognize excellence in edUo
Dr. Cohen 's earned degrees include an I
Curriculum and Instruction, an M.S. degre
Education , both from the University of Ka
B.S. degree in Elementary Education from
State University. He also completed postg
courses in Special Education at the Unive
Arkansas.
Prior to his arrival at Lynn UniverSity, D
gained valuable experience while teach in
and special education classes in a hi-Ungu
cultural classroom in Dodge City, Kansas.
developed innovative teaching strategies,
Assistant ancl Associate Professor of EduGI
University of Arkansas for almost seven yt
receiving tenure at the University of Ark:u
decided to pursuc a business opportunity
him away from teaching and into the aute
business. for ten years, he successfully m
opel~ttetl nve separate auto salvage yards I
around Little Rock. During these years, he
a passion for auto racing and competed a1
racing venues , including Watkins Glen , Ne
Laguna Sect and R.iverside in California; ;\1
America in Wisconsin.
A little known fact about Dick is his chi
experience with twin brother, Phil. FrolT
five to ten years old , Dick and Phil were k
"Cohen Twins," the youngest profeSSional
the world. The duo performed with sud
as Danny Kaye ancl Milton Berle and appe

trikers. Looking to play on 1110re
terrain, he decided to enter the world of
soccer and spent the following years
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By Dr. Marsha Glines,
Dean of the Ross College of Ed uca tion

'n arrived at Lynn University in 1993.
: days teaching Lynn education classes,
Iy added more responsibilities to his
ur day and has become an active ieader
1 the education t1e1d and in the Boca
Llnity. Dr. Cohen is currently Chairman
r Education program, Director of
hallenge Grants and workshop facilitator
'egionally and nationally.

An expert in educational Simulations, Dr. Cohen
makes yearly presentations at national conferences,
including the North American Simulation and Gaming
Association and the National Social Science
Association. He has served as Vice Chairman of the
Lynn University Academic Council and serves on the
National Social Science Association Board of
Directors.
Recently, two local community programs have
benefited from Dr. Cohen 's commitment to and
expertise in innovative teaching techniques and
curriculum development. In the past two and a half
years, Professor Cohen has received more than
$50,000 in grant funding from The League for
Educational Awareness of the Holocaust, Inc. (LEAH) ,
for the development of special classroom strategies
for teaching about the Holocaust in the Palm Beach
County School District. In addition , Dr. Cohen is Co
director of the Florida Tutors Program, a collaborative
effort with Palm Beach Atlantic College and Florida
Atlantic University which provides middle school
students in Doc a Raton and West Palm Beach with
college-age tutors.
For the past six years, Dr. Cohen has been the
faculty advisor for Best Buddies, an international
organization that pairs Lynn University students with
mentally handicapped adults in the Boca Raton
community. He also serves as faculty co-advisor to
Kappa Delta Pi, an international honors society
organized to recognize excellence in education.
Dr. Cohen's earned degrees include an Ed ,D. in
Curriculum and Instruction , an M.S. degree in Special
Education, both from the University of Kansas; and a
B.S. degree in .Elementary Education from Kansas
State University. He also completed postgraduate
courses in Special Education at the University of
Arkansas.
Prior to his arrival at Lynn University, Dr, Cohen
gained valuable experience while teaching fifth grade
and special education classes in a bi-Iingual , multi
cultural classroom in Dodge City, Kansas. There, he
developed innovative tead1ing strategies, serving as
Assistant and Associate Professor of Education at the
University of Arkansas for almost seven years. After
receiving tenure at the University of Arkansas, he
decided to pursue a business opportunity that led
him away from teaching and into the auto salvage
business. For ten years, he successfully owned and
operated five separate auto salvage yards in and
around Little Rock. During these years, he discovered
a paSSion for auto racing ami competed at variolls
racing venues, including Watkins Glen , New York;
Laguna Secl and Riverside in California; and Road
America in Wisconsin.
A little known fact about Dick is his childhood
experience with twin brother, Phil. Prom the ages of
five to ten years old, Dick and Phil were known as the
"Cohen Twins," the youngest professional acrobats in
the world. The duo performed with such celebrities
as Danny Kaye and Milton Berle and appeared on Ted

Mack's "Original Amateur Hour." They did a movie
with Tony Curtis ami performed professionally at
beneHts, hospitals and numerous television shows in
the New York and Boston areas.
Dick's combined background teaching mltiticultural
issues and diversity, eclectic experience in business
and work with non-tr;lditional learners provides the
foundation of knowledge he brings to his students at
Lynn l lniversity. For the past four years, he has
accompanied students to American College Dublin in
Ireland during Spring Break,
teaching a multicultural education
course during the trip.
Because of all he is to the
classroom, Dr. Cohen was
selected by Lynn University
students as Teacher of the Year
2000 and has been the reCipient
for the past three years of The
Apple PolisiltT Award, which
recognizes and commends
faculty for their outstanding
achievements. Students give
him rave reviews in courses
such as Exceptionalities in the
Classroom and Education in
Multicultural Society. Dr.
Cohen also teaches in the
M.Ed, and Ph.D. programs.
•
I
Dick has presented to
audiences of professionals in Dublin,
I.reland; Panojachel, Guatemala; Ontario, Canada; and
more than 2'; states. His many publications include
"The Uses of Simulation Games to Create Real Worlds
for Special Education Students; " "Simulation Games,
Learning and Retention;" "Teaching Superordiante
Concepts with Simulation Games; " and "Creating Real
Worlds ti)r Young Children."
In spite of his many commitments, Dick is always a
visible presence on campus. He is known for his
enthusiasm, commitment and spirit of
cooperativeness. Dick's energy and his positive,
supportive attitude contribute to the many reasons
students and faculty respect and admire him. He
extends the role usually attributed to "teacher" to
include mentor and career counselor. He is loyal to
the Ross College of Education, Lynn University and
his colleagues and students. He is a good hushand to
Rebecca, a great dad to Amee and Andee, and a friend
to all of us at Lynn,
We at Lynn are glad Dick Cohen found his way
from Arkansas and Kansas to Florida and finally to
Lynn University's Ross College of Education, ~
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ed Ou standing Alumnus of theBy Year
Peter Ga llo
Director of Alu mni

On May 6, 2000, President Donald E.

Ferda Kavak who is currently

Alumni
Homecoming
Undergoes
Facelift
By

Pet er G al
Director of Alu n
Relatic

volunteered his own time as an

Ross awarded one of Lynn University's

employed with Verio, an internet

most prestigious awards to Ferda Kavak,

technology company in Boca Raton, Fla.,

class of 1988. Ferda was named the

was instrumental in building a

leadership in this initiative. Our desired

of the bag l Yes , the alumni voice has

"Outstanding Alumnus of the Year" at

relationship between Lynn University

goal of launching this program would

been heard. Alumni Homecoming has

commencement e.xercises in May. This

and his employer. Lynn University, like

not have been possible without his

been moved to October! Alumni will

Award of Merit is given to a graduate

all colleges and lIoiversities nationwide ,

dedication and desire for excellence ,"

arrive back to the campus at the onset

who has demonstrated unusual

has taken an aggressive stance towards

said Mary Tebes , Executive Director of

a new academic year filled with energy

competence or standing in his or her

technology. Recently, in association with

the Institute for Distance Learning at

and excitement'

profession or occupation, distinguished

Verio and under the leadership of Ferda,

Lynn University.

service to his or her community, and a

Lynn University launched an Internet

general concern for the betterment of

Technology Certificate Program focusing

mankind.

instructor in the certificate program.
"We are grateful to Ferda for his

Changes are afoot , and the cat's

Ol

That 's right: Alumni Homecoming

Lynn 's Internet Technology Certificate

dates have been set for Friday, October

Program is designed for individu'lls with

27 through Sunday, Octobt:r 2') . Mark

on e-commerce, which has

computer skills who wish to enhance

your calendars now for what promises

ignited a spark with students,

their skills in web technology. Students

be an exciting weekend!

faculty, administration and

will gain basic knowledge of how to

Friday, October 27: Kick off the

alumni of the University.

utilize various aspects of the Internet

weekend with a reception for all alumr

and its applications as they relate

to be held in the Christine Room on

E-commerce has become a

to

major component of buying

commerce activities. The five-course

campus. Come listen to the sounds of

and selling goods and

program includes the following courses:

Lynn's very own radio station \VLYN an

services in today's business

Effective Use of the Internet , Internet

reminisce with old friends around some

world. Still in its infancy,

Systems Architecture , Web DeVelopment

good food and beverage. Stick arollnd •

this ne w mindset is

with HTML, HTML/CGI Programming,

the alumni reception is just getting

receiving unprecedented

and Designing E-Commerce. For more

started or come listen to the amazing

acceptance, and commerce

information about the Internet

sounds of alumni from LU's

conducted in this manner

Technology Certit1cate Program, please

Conservatory of

is projected to grow at an

contact Joe Carey at jcarey@lynn.edu or

Music, featuring

exponential rate in the

561-237-7802.

the award-winning

coming years.

<riving back to your alma mater is

Development of skills in

rewarding and there are many ways to

lnternet technologies

be a part of the Lynn University

Vega String
Quarter.
Saturday,

and e-commerce

community after graduation. Lyon

October 28: After

promises a bright

University is grateful for Ferda's

registration , enjoy

leadership and knows his example is an

coffee with President Ross

inspiration to aU alumni and future

and share in the Ribbon

graduates of Lynn University

Cutting Ceremony to unveil the new

future for many in the
professional world .
Ferda was instrumental in securing
funding, developing the program and has

Congratulations Ferda!

@

Families Walkway. Visit with the facult}

i\lumnus of theBy Year
Peter Gallo
Director of Alumni

volunteered his own time as an

Alumni
Homecoming
Undergoes
Facelift
By

Peter Gallo,
Director of A lumni
Relations

ll1structor in the certificate program .
"We are grateful to Ferda for his

see the growth and progress of your
alma mater!
lIungry yet? Enjoy some fun in
the sun at the Pre-Game Cook Out.
That's not all.. .enjoy the sounds of
calypso, the drawings of the caricaturist ,
or go shopping at the Bookstore

Changes are afoot, and the cat's out

.eldership in this initiative. Our desired

of the bag! Yes , the alumni voice has

~oal

been heard . Alumni Homecoming has

of launching this program would

and/or take a tour of the campus and

conveniently located under the cook-out
tent .
Tired out from the Soccer game'

President's
View
By Kathy
Martin '71
LUAA President

Jot have been possihle without his

been moved to October1 Alumni will

Get some rest , because Saturday night

:Icdication and desire for excellence,"

arrive back

promises to he great! Join us at Caps

,aid Mary Tebes , Executive Director of

a new academic year filled with energy

Place for a fantastic celebration featuring

new millennium , r would like to take this

:he Institute for Distance Learning at

and excitement 1

the live sounds of Walt O 'Rooney, drinks

opportunity to update you on our

and all the food you can handle. Learn

accomplishments of the past year.

Lynn University.
Lynn's Internet Technology Certificate

to

the campus at the onset of

That's right : Alumni Homecoming
dates have been set for Friday, October

more about Caps Place at

:>rognlm is designed for individuals with

27 through Sunday, October 29. Mark

www.capsplace.com.

:omputer skills who wish to enhance

your calendars now for what promises to

heir skills in web technology. Students

be an exciting weekend!

As we welcome the tlrst class of the

Congratulations to newly elected
board me mbers , Becky (Metallo) Carlsson

Sunday, October 29: Close out the
weekend with a tennis or golf clinic,

'95, Dawn Markus-Jackson '94, and Ellen
(Bruno) Ramsey '9l.

NiH gain basic knowledge of how to

Friday, October 27: Kick off the

Hilize various aspects of the Internet

weekend with a reception for all alumni

with President Ross and former NBC

Reception , Alumni Spring Weekend,

Il1d its applications as they relate to

to be held in the Christine Room on

News Correspondent Irving R. Levine ,

Senior Reception , Golf Tournament, and

:ommerce activities. The five-course

campus. Come listen to the sounds of

Dean of the Lynn College of

the Lynn University Ball.

)rogra111 includes the following courses:

Lynn's very own radio station WLYN and

~ ffective

reminisce with old friends around some

Use of the Internet, Inte rnet

religious services, and don't miss brunch

International Communications.

This year's events included a Holiday
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In addition, the Alumni Association

g
~

All this for $25, thanks to the

has participated in Parents' Weekend ,

?!

32.

iystems Architecture, Web Development

good tood and beverage. Stick around as

generOSity of your classmates Bob

admissions programming and regional

'Ilith HTML, HTML/CGI Programming,

the alumni reception is just getting

Guarini '94 and Marcel Boucher '94 who ,

alumni meetings in Boston, Orlando,

!!!..
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.nd DeSigning E-Commerce. For more

started or come listen to the amazing

nformation about the Internet

through the Boca Raton Hampton Inn,

Chicago, Atlanta and Miami. Plans for a

have pledged their

New York and Washington meeting are in

Conservatory of

support as Lodging

the works .

:ontact Joe Carey at jcarey@lynn .edu or

Music, featuring

Sponsor for the

;61-237-7802.

the award-winning

weekend's activities.

successful reuniting more than 3';0

Vega String

Their sponsorship is a

alumni on campus and in our

Quartet.

welcome addition to our

hometowns! The board has been

Alumni Homecoming.

pleased with the progress.

~echnology

Certificate Program, please

Giving back to your alma mater is
ewarding and there are many ways to
Ie a part of the Lynn University

Saturday,

The past year proved to be

ommunity after graduation. Lynn

October 28: After

So, do not miss

Jniversity is grateful for Ferda 's

registration , enjoy

what promises to be a

Families Walkway, which highlights

~a dership

coffee with President Ross

fabulous weekend!

alumni and their

and knows his example is an

.1spiration to all alumni and future

and share in the Ribbon

raduates of Lynn UniverSity.

Cutting Ceremony to unveil the new

877-3 26-LYNN or e-mail us at

:ongratulations Ferda! ~

Families Walkway. Visit with the faculty

alumni@lynn.edu for more details.

January saw development of the

t~lmilies

from all over

the world. The walkway is located on
the center of campus. Definitely check it

@

out when you .lre there.

(co nl.pg .H)

Maria del Mar Godoy-Married in
1998 and currently working for
American Airlines.

CLASS OF 1988

I am excited about a productive year

David (Fila) Veneri-David recently
finished a 16-year project painting a
34-foot mural of Michael Jordan,
Catwoman and Dr. Blaustein
defending the Alamo.

ahead anc\ look forward to the election of
new board off1cers, which will take place
at the beginning of the new academic
year.
In addition, as a Marymount graduate ,
I am looking forward with enthusiasm to

Il>

0>
c:

26th to kick off Alumni Homecoming' We

'c:"

will welcome Susan (Horn) Haynie '74,

'"

newly elected Boca Raton City Council

E
:l

member as our keynote speaker. Contact
the Alumni office at 877-326-LYNN for
details.

Mark Wright-Living in
Massachusetts, working as a
technology manager of a small
commercial bank. Married to Lela
(Lischke) Wright '88. Together Lela
and Mark have 3 children .

CLASS OF 1965
Mary E. Coyle-Working as a multi-media art
director. Mary has two daughters.

the long-awaited Marymount Reunion
Dinner planned for Thursday, October

CLASS OF 1969
Pam Lombardi-Wenzel-Married to Jim Wenzel
for 28 years and has a son who is 22 and a
daughter who is 21. Pam is the director of a
Montessori school in Illinois.
Marijo Stas-Marijo has been married for 28
years and has 3 children. MariJo works for a
ch iropractor.

Glen Edginton-President of All-Fill, Inc., which
just celebrated its 30th year in business. Glen is
married to Cathy (Dobmeier) Edginton '76 and
has 4 wonderful children.

CLASS OF 1978
Harold (Bill) Erwin-Director of multinational
family business which specializes in home
products.
Daria Thompson-Living in Denver, Colorado
and work ing at University Hospital in the internal
medicine department.

CLASS OF 1970

As you can see this has been a busy
year for the Lynn University Alumni
Association. Thank you for making 1999 a
successJul year'

@7

Upcoming
Alumni

Events ...
Marymount College Reunion
Thursday, October 26, 2000
Homecomjng Weekend
October 27-29, 2000

Dinner

2000

9th Annual Frank A. Robina, Jr.
Memorial Golf Classic
Monday, November 15, 2000

Mary Beth ~agareda-Mary Beth is a full time
mother and volunteer for 18 years. Has an 18
year old son and is now applying to college.
Mary Beth also has a 16 year old daughter.

Gary Bergsma-Gary is living in Chicago and
currently is the Vice President for Sales at Dean
Foods.

CLASS OF 1972

CLASS OF 1982

Donna Alicoate-Language arts teacher for
students at risk.

Greg Riehl-Married with three children.
Working as an accountant for the Coca-Cola
Company.

Lynn University Alumni Holiday Reception
Thursday, December 14,2000
For details on imy of the following events, call
the Alumni Office at (Sn) 326-5966 or email us

at: aJumni@/ynn.edu
Discounted rates apply to IIlumn' for tllll
University SaIl and tile Golf CJ8uic.

CLASS OF 1981

Clifford Beek-Internationa l telecommunications
professiona l, establishing business in nearly every
major world city. Married 16 years, with two
children. Clifford wishes all from the class of 1975
best regards!
Brooks Eden-Husband of 23 years. Father of
twins and active community service vo lunteer.
Brooks is a youth baseball & soccer coach,
member of the board of directors for the Berwyn
Paoli Little League, Trustee, Eden Charitable
Foundation & President of Eden & Associates, Inc.
Jan Fishman-Married for 20 years and a parent
of two children. Remembers Boca Raton with
fond memories.
Patty Haverstick-Married 14 years, has one son
and is a residential broker in New Jersey for
Caldwell Banker. Patty keeps in touch with many
of her classmates from Marymount.

CLASS OF 1992
Ann Dingman Mo rrison-Living in
Utah and working as a
pharmaceuticals representative .

Thomas Conley-Married for 12 years and has
two daughters. Currently Thomas is the President
of the Federal Pretzel Baking Company.

Leslie Kent-Is a producer at a
production company in Boca Raton.
Leslie is living in Deerfield Beach.

CLAS OF 1986
David Levasseur-Married in October 1999 and is
presently the controller and CFO for a contractor
in Arizona.
Kimberly (Strand)
Logan-Busy with her
family, sons Coner (3
yrs.l, Shane (2 yrs.)
and husband
Patrick.

CLASS OF 1976

CLASS OF
1987

Catherine (Dobmeier) Edginton-Is a fashion
consu ltant for Doncaster Design Fashions, an
aerobic instructor and mother of 4 wonderful
children. Married to Glen Edginton '77.

Kathleen
D'Amelio-Married
and working as an Intermediate
Systems Ana lyst fo r Levitz Furniture Corporation .

CLASS

Tod d Maxey-Superintendent and
Project Manager for S.R. Maesel, Inc.
in Boca Raton.

CLASS OF 1985

Lisa Marie Gasparro-Lisa is in her
second year of Law School at Pace
University.

r
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Mark Coleman- Living in Orlando
and is the Front Office Manager for
the Embassy Suites.

Robert Carey-Rob currently works for Bristol
Hotels and Resorts.
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CLASS OF ]989

Ellen (Bruno) Ramsey-Recently
married Brad Ramsey and working
on her PhD. at Lynn University.

CLASS OF 1984

Keith SI!
and is co
brokerag

James Gulden-Married to Deborah
(Sulli van) Guiden '94. moved to
Massachusetts and purchased
Taconic Restaurant in North Adams.
Deborah and James are expecting
the ir first child . If you 're in North
Adams stop by the Taconic for
dinner. They wou ld love to see you.

CLASS OF 1991

CLASS OF 1975

Lynn Univers ity 20th Annual Ball - "Carnaval"
Saturday, November 18, 2000
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CLASS OF 1993
Juan Baca-Living in Equador, Juan
owns a resort.
Paulette Foley-Paulette married in
1996 and has one son. She works at
Barnes and Noble, ma naging the
Telecommunications Department.
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Maria del Mar Godoy-Married in
1998 and currently working for
American Airlines.

Robert Habl-Regional Vice
President for Merrill Lynch Asset
Management Private Portfolio Group
out of Atlanta, GA.

CLASS OF 1988
David (Fila) Veneri-David recently
finished a 16-year project painting a
34-foot mural of Michael Jordan,
Catwoman and Dr. Blaustein
defending the Alamo.

Andrew Finn-Married to Diane Ryan '77. For
17 years, Andrew worked for Hyatt Hotels, but for
the last four years has been with Westin &
Starwood Hotels. He has four ch ildren and is an

l /avid golfer.

CLASS OF 1977
Glen Edginton-President of All-Fill, Inc., which
Just celebrated its 30th year in business. Glen is
married to Cathy (Dobme ier) Edginton '76 and
has 4 wonderful children.

CLASS OF 1978
Harold (Bill) Erwin-Director of multinational
family business which specializes in home
products.
Daria Thompson-Living in Denver, Colorado
and working at University Hospital in the internal
medicine department.

CLASS OF 1981

Peter Barbatsuly-Ma rried in 1999
to Yvette Jutasy.

Todd Maxey-Superintendent and
Project Manager for S.R. Maesel, Inc.
in Boca Raton.

CLASS OF 1984
Robert Carey-Rob currently works for Bristol
Hotels and Resorts.

CLASS OF 1992

CLASS OF 1985

Ann Dingman Morrison-living in
Utah and working as a
pharmaceuticals representative.

Thomas Conley-Married for 12 years and has
two daughters. Currently Thomas is the President
of the Federal Pretzel Baking Company.

leslie Kent-Is a producer at a
production company in Boca Raton.
Leslie is living in Deerfield Beach.

CLASS OF 1986
David Levasseur-Married in October 1999 and is
presently the controller and CFO for a contractor
in Arizona.

Kathleen
D'Amelio-Ma
and working as an Intermediate
Systems Analyst for Levitz Furniture Corporation.

CLASS OF 1994

Mark Coleman-Living in Orlando
and is the Front Office Manager for
the Embassy Suites.

Greg Riehl-Married with th ree children.
Working as an accountant for the Coca-Cola
Company.

CLASS OF
1987

CLASS OF 1989
James Guiden-Married to Deborah
(Sullivan) Guiden '94, moved to
Massachusetts and purchased
Taconic Restaurant in North Adams.
Deborah and James are expecting
their first child. If you're in North
Adams stop by the Taconic for
dinner. They would love to see you.

Ellen (Bruno) Ramsey-Recently
married Brad Ramsey and working
on her PhD. at Lynn University.

CLASS OF 1982

Kimberly (Strand)
Logan-Busy with her
family, sons Coner (3
yrs.), Shane (2 yrs.)
and husband
Patrick.

Mark Wright-Living in
Massachusetts, working as a
technology manager of a small
commercial bank. Married to Lela
(Lischke) Wright '88. Together Le la
and Mark have 3 children.

John Sullivan. Jr.-Recently
completed fiis PhD. He had served
as Academic Dean of Lynn
University, but recently accepted a
position as Vice President of
Strategic Alliances with the
International Center for Distance
Learning (lCDL) in Boston .

CLASS OF 1991

Gary Bergsma-Gary is living in Chicago and
currently is the Vice President for Sales at Dean
Foods.

r

Keith Simon-Is living in Maryland
and is co-owner of a mortgage
brokerage.

Lisa Marie Gasparro-Lisa is in her
second year of Law School at Pace

U'i,m,".

CLASS OF 1993
Juan Baea-Living in Equador, Juan
owns a resort.
Paulette Foley-Paulette married in
1996 and has one son. She works at
Barnes and Noble, managing the
Telecommunications Department.

Darren Chastin-Recently relocated
back to South Florida after working
with the Army Corps of Engineers in
Panama.
Michael Finkelstein-Graduated
from Life University, School of
Chiropractic, and opened a practice
in West Palm Beach, Florida.
lisa Nubaum-Currently employed
as a paralegal at Holland and Knight
in Ft. Lauderdale.

CLASS OF 1996
Steven Cooke-Working as a
manager for a Movie Cinema.
Nayat Donnelly-Work ing for MCI
Worldcom.

Caroline Bowers-Caroline is the
Regional Representative for St.
Jude's Children's Hospital . She
recen t ly gave birth to a son, William
James.

David Elder-Working at
Lynn University in the
College of Education.
David is pursuing a Master's
degree in Education.
Saskia Emmery-Very
active in the graphic design
field and teaches spinning at
a gym four times a week.
Jakob lorentzon-Living in
Prague. Jakob previously worked
for the Swedish Embassy in Prague.
Currently, he works for Euro Tel, one
of the largest mobile phone
providers in the Czech Repub lic.

Heather West-Recently moved to
Manhattan and works for a securities
firm.

CLASS OF 1999
Stefano Papaleo-Stefano is
working at Lynn University as an
Admission Counselor and has
recently completed his MBA at Lynn
University.
M arco Sampaio-Living in Brazil
and working as a commodities
trader for an American Multinational
named Carg ill.

David Chandler-Married recently
and works for WPEC Channel 12 in
West Palm Beach, Florida .
Aline Kokis-Is currently working as
the Assistant Director of Residence
at the American College Dublin.
Aline loves Ireland and has enjoyed
her travels through Europe .
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Eric Weisberg-Eric is working for
the Ramada Plaza Hotel in New
Rochelle, New York.

Christine Parker-Received an M.A.
in History in 1995 and has been
teaching Social Studies. Married
John Parker '92 in 1997 and lives in
New Mexico. Christine is starting
her PhD. at the University of New
Mexico.

Marc Zaline Kokisueker-Received
a MA in Forensic Psychology from
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
in 1999. Marc is currently
completing his doctorate at Nova
Southeastern University in
Psychology.

CLASS OF 1995

CLASS OF 1997

Davide Ghio-Working
independently on research and
analysis of world stock markets. Has
traveled to countries such as China,
Japan, India, Tha iland, South Korea
and India. Davide is soon to visit
Vietnam and Myanmar.

Courtney Field-Working as a
Career Specialist and is active in
assisting adults with disabilities.
Very active with community projects.

.%

Mary Beth Howes-Works for
Keane Software in the Human
Resources Department. Living in
Boston.

Let us
remember our
fellow classmates

Please contact the Office
of Alumni at (877) 326-LYNN or
alumni@lynn.edu with updates and
information about yourself and your

classmates.
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Ted Gould-Currently working as a
Currency Trader in Boston,
Massachusetts.

CLASS OF 1998

Prithvl Raj Urs-Working for
Colgate Palmolive as a Marketing
Associate for South India.

Elisa Armetta-Working for BDO
Seidman as a Tax Associate . Elisa
finished her Master of Accounting at
Nova Southeastern University.

Michael Violandi-Michael is a
member of the New York City Police
Department. He works at the 19th
Precinct in Manhattan.
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Christophel- MCGllb'k '95
Nicholas Larin <95
Brad Eretlburg '95

A Conversation with
Lynn University Athletic
Director Dick Young
By John McCarthy
Director of The Blue & White Club
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Lynn
University
Athletic Director
Dr. Richard
Young has
brought
tremendous
credibility and
....- - -...- - - - -... leadership to
the Athletic Department. Since coming to
Lynn in 1991,Young has helped lead the
program from the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) to National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
Division II and into the Sunshine State
Conference. He has helped nurture the
athktic department by adding many new
sports and has been a proud proponent of
the high academic standards maintained
by Lynn athletes.
During his illustrious career, Dr. Young
played football for legendary Ohio State
football coach Woody Hayes, and was a
senior member of the team when the
Buckeyes captured the 1954 Big Ten
Championship, won the Rose Bowl and
were proclaimed National Champions.
Dr. Young has served as athletic director
at Bowling Green State University,
Oklahoma State University, WaShington
State University and Florida International
University.
At Oklahoma State he hired Head
Football Coach Jimmy Johnson, who later
became the head coach of the University
of Miami and went on to be head coach of
the Dallas Cowboys and the Miami
Dolphins. At Washington State, he hired
Dennis Erickson, now Head Football
Coach at Oregon State and former coach
of the niversity of Miami and the Seattle

Seahawks.
On September 8, 2000,Young was
inducted into the Athletic Hall of Fame at
Bowling Green State University in Ohio.
Young and his wife, Sandy, have two
daughters, Pamela and Alyson, both
successful business leaders. Pamela is
Assistant Athletic Director at the
University of Miami, and AlySOI1 is Vice
President and part owner of Carolina
School of Broadcasting and NAKA
Prod L1ctions.
Q;

Coming to Lynn University, what was your
vision for the athletic department?

A: Actually, at the time of my arrival at Lynn the
vision for Lynn University athletics was in place;
my charge wa s to fulfill it. The vision was 1) to
join the NCAA as a full-fledged member; 2) to
affiliate with a conference of comparable schools;
and 3) to further develop the athletic prog ram
into a broad-based, gender-equitable program,
while commencing the graduate program in
Sports Administration.
Q;

What have been your most rewarding
moments as Lynn University Athletic
Director?

A: The success of our coaches, our programs and
our athletes, and having the opportunity to
witness that success. Being there to participate
has given me incredib le satisfaction. We've been
to the NAIA and NCAA National Championships
and the El ite Eight. It's been very rewarding to
see our athletes compete at the very highest
level at which we are capable of competing and
succeeding.
Q;

What have been some struggles and
obstacles?

A: Conference affiliation was the biggest. It' s the
most difficult struggle. It became challenging
because the Sunshine State Conference schools
weren't really receptive to the expansion of the
con ference. They were a little bit concerned
about our capabili ty; not that we couldn't
compete, but that we'd be too strong for the
conference. There were also questions about
academic programs here that they felt may give
us an advantage over other schools in the
conference.

0: What do you see as the greatest challenge
for the future of Lynn athletics?
A: Entrance into the conference has changed our
competitive base substantially. Wh ile we have
won NCAA Nationa l Championships in women's
tennis and golf, I anticipate that we'll have a

difficult time continuing that level of competition.
The combination of con ference strength and
financial constraints, due to the breadth of the
programs, may limit us. Unfortunately, not
providing full scholarships is to our disadvantage
as a competitor.
Q;

Doyt was eventual ly named Athletic Di rector at
Bowling Green. When he retired in 1971 , I was
appointed to replace him. As soon as I was named
Athletic Director, I fired myself as head baseball
coach. That was my first move as Athletic Director.
I was at Bowl ing Green for a total of 19 years, the
last seven as Athletic Director.

What makes you satisfied or want to be at
Lynn University?

A: Sports at Lynn University are truly administered
with in the context of education. Our athletes are
student-athletes. I am happy, at this stage in my
life, to be back in the education business and out
of the entertainment business. While Division I
schools imply that they are in the education
business in athletics, that would only be true in
the less visible sports. The ones which you see
on television, in my opinion, fall in the
entertainment arena and not in the business of
education.

0: What decisions in your career turned out to
be important, both personally and
professionally?
A: Choice of spouse was most important Also,
having the opportunity to be with and be under
the tutelage and mentorship of excellent coaches
and administrators

Q: Who has most impacted your career?
A: Doyt L. Perry was probably the most significant
influence on my career and my direction in terms
of my beliefs and so forth. Doyt was my high
school coach at Upper Arlington High School
and my college coach at Ohio State. He then
hired me at Bowling Green. Actually, with the
exception of some time spent in the Navy, I had
the good fortune of being with him from the
time I was in seventh grade until his retirement.
Right away, we established a relationship and a
rapport. In fact, he hired me in the summer of
my seventh or eighth grade year to deliver
equipment to the recreation programs. So I did
that for about $10 a week or something like that,
which was a lot back then . At that early age I
knew that ath letics was what I wanted to do or
where I wanted to go. I think he sensed that and
made it happen in many respects for me.
Doyt was a very successful high school football
coach at Upper Arlington High School. After two
consecutive undefeated seasons, Woody Hayes
hired him as his backfield coach . Woody, Doyt
and I arrived at Ohio State at the same time.
After four very successful years at Oh io State,
Doyt was offered the position as head football
coach at Bowling Green State University. He later
hired me as the head baseball coach and
assistant football coach. So that's how I got to
Bowling Green.

lfYO Il llJollld like to receive 1. U sp orts II/formt /lion vin em a.il, simply send YOllr email address to jeff' cha.t)!, Sports l nj(mnatlol'l Dlreclot; at
jschlllAMy n n. edu or call/he Sports In!onnatiol1 Departmen t at (561)237-7272.

Woody Hayes was also a great influence on me. I
admired him, as I'm sure pretty much all of his
players did. He was an exceptional person
Woody could have been anything that he wanted
to be. He was dynamic in his approach to life. He
was so intense in terms of performance and in
terms of winning. He was so bright and so
articulate. He had a presence about him; when he
came il'lto a room he just took over. That's what, I
think, gave him such credibility and national
recognition. He could have been president of the
Ford Foundation. He cou ld have been a senator
from the State of Ohio. He could have been
Governor of the State of Ohio.
Q;

What do you want people to know
about you?

A: I try to be a person of integ rity and truthfu lness.
I'm a person who will bear the facts and also bear
the brunt. I'm very dedicated and reason ably well
organized. And I haven't lost my enthusia sm.
When I lose my enthusiasm for what I'm doing and
fo r what I enjoy, it's time to move on. I haven't
done that yet.
I'm also resilient. I've maintained a career of more
than 30 years with a reasonable degree of success.
I've had no NCAA violations of any magnitude. I
inherited some at Oklahoma State, but those I
unloaded and got removed from probation.
Finally, I've always been an educator in my mind,
rather than a promoter or an entertainer.
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Lynn University Athletes
Excel in the Classroom
By John McCarthy

difficult time continuing that level of competition.
The combination of conference strength and
financial constraints, due to the breadth of the
programs, may limit us. Unfortunately, not
providing full scholarships is to our disadvantage
as a competitor.

a: What makes you satisfied or want to be at

Doyt was eventually named Athletic Director at
Bowling Green. When he retired in 1971, I was
appointed to replace him. As soon as I was named
Athletic Director, I fired myself as head baseball
coach. That was my first move as Athletic Director.
I was at Bowling Green for a total of 19 years, the
last seven as Athletic Director.

Lynn University?

A: Sports at Lynn University are truly adm inistered
within the context of education. Our athletes are
student-athletes. I am happy, at this stage in my
life, to be back in the education business and out
of the entertainment business. While Division I
schools imply that they are in the education
business in athletics, that would only be true in
the less visible sports. The ones which you see
on television, in my opinion, fa ll in the
entertainment arena and not in the business of
education.
Q:

What decisions in your career turned out to
be important, both personally and
professionally?

A: Choice of spouse was most important. Also,
having the opportunity to be with and be under
the tutelage and mentorship of excellent coaches
and administrators.
Q:

Who has most Impacted your career?

A: Doyt L. Perry was probably the most significant
influence on my career and my direction in terms
of my beliefs and so forth . Doyt was my high
school coach at Upper Arlington High School
and my college coach at Ohio State. He then
hired me at Bowling Green. Actually, with the
exception of some time spent in the Navy, I had
the good fortune of being with him from the
time I was in seventh grade until his retirement.
Right away, we establ ished a re la tionship and a
rapport. In fact, he hired me in the summer of
my seventh or eighth grade year to deliver
equ ipment to the recreation programs. So I did
that for about $10 a week or something like that,
which was a lot back then. At that early age I
knevv that ath letics was what I wanted to do or
where I wanted to go. I think he sensed that and
made it happen in many respects for me.
Doyt was a very successful high school football
coach at Upper Arlington High School. After two
consecutive undefeated seasons, Woody Hayes
hired him as his backfield coach. Woody, Doyt
and I arrived at Ohio State at the same time.
After four very successful years at Ohio State,
Doyt was offered the position as head footba ll
coach at Bowling Green State University. He later
hired me as the head baseball coach and
assistant football coach. So that's how I got to
Bowling Green.

to Jeff Scbal)\ Sp orts Injornulti(111 Director, at
61)237-7272.

Woody Hayes was also a great influence on me. I
admired him, as I'm sure pretty much al l of his
players did. He was an exceptional person .
Woody could have been anything that he wanted
to be. He was dynamic in his approach to life. He
was so intense in terms of performance and in
terms of winning. He was so bright and so
articulate. He had a presence about him; when he
came into a room he just took over. That's what, I
think, gave him such credibility and nationa l
recognition. He could have been president of the
Ford Foundation. He could have been a senator
from the State of Ohio. He could have been
Governor of the State of Ohio.

Q:

What do you want people to know
about you?

A: I try to be a person of integrity and truthfulness.
I'm a person who will bear the facts and also bear
the brunt. I'm very dedicated and reasonably well
organized. And I haven't lost my enthusiasm.
When I lose my enthusiasm for what I'm doing and
for what I enjoy, it's time to move on. I haven't
done that yet.
I'm also resilient. I've maintained a career of more
than 30 years with a reasonable degree of success.
I've had no NCAA violations of any magnitude. I
inherited some at Oklahoma State, but those I
unloaded and got removed from probation .
Finally, I've always been an educator in my mind,
rather than a promoter or an entertainer.
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The term "scholar
athlete" truly applies
to athletes at Lynn
University. Their hard
work both on and off
the field really shows:
three quarters of
all student
athletes at Lynn
maintain a grade
point average (GPA) of at least 3.0. During
the Spring 2000 academic term, 42 athletes
achieved a 3.5 - 3.99 GPA, 34 athletes had a
GPA of 3.0 - 3.499, and 16 earned a perfect
4.0. That's 92 student-athletes with a 3.0
GPA or better during the Spring term!
Dr. Diane Richard-Alleruyce, English
department chair, says she is very pleased
with the athletes in her classes. "Their
involvement in athletics has taught them
how to \vork hard and apply themselves
and be conscientious in the classroom."
Lynn 's overall student-a thlete grade point
average is 3.18, led by the women's tennis
team with a 3.79 average and the men's
soccer team averaging a 3.68.
As a senior, Karolina Triska '00 was named
Lynn 's Female Student Athlete of the Year.
In July, she became the first-ever Lynn
University athlete to receive a prestigious
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship.
"Lynn's student-athletes are very intense
when it comes to their academics," states
Dr. Richard Cohen, a professor of education
and Chairman of Teacher Education
Programs. "They are as serious about their
studies as they are about their athletics.
These students see that a strong education
is going to be very valuable to them in the
near future ."
Admission Director Hebe Fuller sees
Significance beyond athletes' achievements
on the field and their academic successes.
"The real value is their diversity. Many of
our student-athletes come from so many
exciting backgrounds; they really contribute
to the classroom experience. In addition to
the high academic and athletic standards,
they add so much depth to our
school."
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Lynn University Fall Sports Composite Schedule
MSOC
WSOC
CC
MSOC
WSOC
VB
VB
VB
WSOC
MSOC
CC
MSOC
MSOC
VB
WSOC
CC
VB
WSOC
MSOC ,

~oc 1

WSOC:

VB
C
VB
MSOC i
MSOC i

VB
CC
WSOC
VB
MSOC
WSOC
VB
MSOC
WSOC
MSOC
VB
VB
WSOC

September 1
September 1
September 2
September 3
September 5
Septem ber 6
September 7
September 7
September 9
September 9
September I 9
September 10
September 14
September 14
September 15
September 16
September 16
September 17
September 17
September 19
September' 19
September 22
September 22
September 23
September :23
September ' 23
September .29
September i29
September! 30 '
September I30
September 30
October 3
October 3
October 4
October 6
October
October
October
October
October I

Ii

io l

Wingate
· California State-Bakersfield
Miami Invitational
mbroke
Nova Sou t eastern
So. Carolina-Spartanburg
Converse, SC
vs. North Greenville, SC
Ashland (OH)
+ Northeas ern
Central Florida Invitational
+ Catawba
• Eckerd
; Florida Memorial
lincoln Memorial (TN)
Saint leo Invita onal
Emb ry-Riddle
Ch ri stian Brothers (TN)
Rollins
· St Thomas
Nova Southeastern
West Florida
* Florida Tech
· Florida Southern Invitationa
, Rollins
Florida Tec h
• Barry
• Eckerd
Walt Disney Invitational
•, Barry
Tampa
Southern
,* Florida
Florida Southern
* Barry
% Mars Hill
CW Post (Ny)
% Ash land
vs. Olivet Nazarene, IL
Palm Beach Atlantic
Palm Beach Atlan tic

·

·

Wingate, NC
2:00 pm
Boca Raton
4:00 pm
Coral Gables, Fl TBA
Wingate, NC
2:00 pm
Ft. lauderdale 7:00 pm
Spartanburg, SC 7 ~ 00 pm
Spartanburg, SC 3:00 pm
Spartanburg, SC 5:00 pm
Boca Raton
1:00pm
St. Petersburg
2;30 pm
Orlando, Fl
TBA
St. Petersburg
2:30 pm
St. Petersburg 4:00 pm
Boca Raton
7:00pm
Harrogate, TN
Noon
Saint leo, Fl
TBA
Daytona Beach 13:00 pm
Memphis, TN : 2:00 pm
Boca Raton
13.00 pm
Boca Raton
4:00 pm
Ft. lauderdale
7:00 pm
Boca Raton
12:30 pm
7:30pm
I Melbourne
lakeland, FL
TBA
Winter Park
2:00 pm
Melbourne
7:30 pm
Miami Shores
5:00 pm
Boca Raton
7:30 pm
Kissimmee, FL
TBA
Boca Raton
2:00 pm
Boca Raton
7:30 pm
Boca Raton
3:00 pm
Lakeland
6:00 pm
Miami Shores
7:30 pm
Boca Ra ton
4:00 pm
Boca Ra ton
100 pm
Boca Raton
10:00 am
West Palm Beach 400 pm
West Palm Beach 600 pm
Boca Raton
4:00 pm

LYNN UNIVERSITY

3601 North MilitaryTrail
Boca Raton, Florida 33431-5598

VB
MSOC
WSOC
VB
CC
VB
MSOC
VB

October 10
Nova Southeastern
October 12
Baker
Boca Raton
October 13
Queens (NC)
I Boca Raton
October 13
Clearwater Christian Tourney Clearwater
October 14
Fllntercollegiate Champ.
Tampa, Fl
October 14
Clearwater Christian Tourney Clearwater
October 16
Truman State
Boca Raton
Florida Memorial
October 16
1 Miami
VB
October 20 • Saint leo
Saint leo
October 21
CC
SSC Championships
Saint leo, Fl
October 21 • Eckerd
WSOC
! St. Petersburg
• Saint leo
MSOC
October
Boca Raton
October
VB
, lakeland
• I Florida Southern
October 22 • Saint leo
WSOC
Saint leo
WSOC
October 25
Northwood
Boca Raton
VB
October 27 • Ro llins
Boca Raton
MSOC
October 28 • Tampa
Boca Raton
VB
October 28
Boca Raton
Florida Tech
VB
October
Boca Raton
I Embry- Ridd le
October 30
WSOC
31 ' Roll ins
Boca Ra ton
MSOC
November 1
Nova Southeastern
Ft. lauderdale
VB
November 1 • Barry
Boca Raton
MSOC
November 5
Adelphi
Boca Raton
• Tampa
VB
November 3
Tampa
WSOC
November. 4 ' • Tampa
Boca Raton
VB
November 14
SI. Petersbu rg
* Eckerd
VB
November 10 • FlOrida Southern
Boca Raton
, Saint Leo
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NCAA Tournamentlst Round TBA
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W/MSOC November 18
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NCAA Tournament Semifina ls I TBA
W/MSOC December 3
NCAA Championship Match . TBA
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• Sunshine State Con ference game
#
Wingate Invita tional, Wingate Un iversity
Triton Kickoff Classic, Eckerd College
+
Umbro ClaSSIC , Lynn Un ive rsity
%
10/6 - Eckerd vs. Ashland -1:30 pm
1018  Mars Hill vs. Eckerd  12:30 pm
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